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INTRObUGIION

Each of these four welcome publications should be viewed as a pre-
liminary map Of a very complex domain, as well as a justification and plea
for the amount and kind of derailed work needed to take full advantage of
this early stage of what we hope will be a major revision and revitalization
of the so-called international dimensions of education. In addition, the
individual essays belong 'o a set whose collective purport can be high-
lighted in several ways.

First, it is widely acknowledged that educational decisionswhat shall
be taught and/or learned how by whomare often based on inadequate
evidence and unstated or unclear value criteria, with outcomes often irrele-
vant, ineffective, -Or unintentionally damaging But as wd gain more sys-
tematie knowledge about the processes by which beliefs, values, and
attitudes concerning the world outside the United States are formed and
changed; as we take account of the nonschool and nonclassroom forces
which daily impinge on the individual learner (extracurricular activities,
community, socioeconomic stams, family, peer groups, and mass media);
and as we accept the longitudinal implications of a developmental ap-
proach to personal growth, then the quality, location, and arrangement of
learning experiences can be better tailored to the individual's changing
motivation, age, role, and life situation.

Second, we seem to be moving (too slowly, perhaps) from a narrow
definition of the international content of education conceived as a techni-
cal specialty toward a globalized curriculum centered on the study of
social man in his entire earthly habitatfrom a separate discipline to a
broad perspective diffused throughout all learning, where reference to
other than our own culturebound experience is appropriate and necessary.
Parallel to this is a still uncompleted reconceptualization of what education
is and where it occurs. The world outside the classroom is becoming
accepted as an in.finkely expandable laboratory in which to learn, cot just
to learn about.

The first two trends merge and conduce to a third, increasing recogni-
tion of the need for an overarching framework from which to cl.!rive
criteria for, and means f, globalizing educo-ion. Emergent elements of
this framework are! (1) more precise objectives (e.g:, a shift of emphasis
from what i3 "foreign," exotic, or we/they differences, to the concept of a
(.:ommon fate shared by al/ of mankind); (2) a system of continuous
assessment and evaluation of educational effectheness; and (3) the formu-
lation of a coherent national strategy for- providing a sufficient level of
resources and support services consonant' with Jong-term educational
objectives.

For too long too many different individuals, groups, and organizations
attempting to "improve international understanding- have gone their
partfthlarisricuncoordinated, and competitive ways. The present series
exemplifies a new mode,--f61---it---is._cooPeratively produced by the inter-
national Studies Association, the American Political Science Association,
and the Center for War/Peace Studies.

March, 1972 RICHARD. c. SNYDER



Global Dimensions in U.S. Education:
The Uniifersity.
By Maurice Harari

I. THE SETTING FOR GLOBALIZIN_G
U.S. GRADUATE INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

Remedies may vary but the diagnosis is clear: U.S. graduate inter-
national education is beset by a crisis of enormous conceptual, organiza-
tional, and financial proportions. A combination of circumstances,
ranging from the backlash of U.S. involvement in Indochina to the
pressing demands for educational reform and relevance, has deepened
the crisis in the early 1970s. The economic recession, the uncertain
marketability of graduates, and major domestic issues have increased
snider': skepticism about careers in traditional international. studies.
Outwardly, a streak of neo-isolationism seems to be sweeping over
our student population.

That this is a surface phenomenon disguising the highly idealistic
and universalistic outlook of many creative young people is not suffi-
ciently recognized. The real danger is not in the inward-turning or
aPparent lack of intereSt in international education; it is that the
basic causes of disenchantment over the traditional objectives and patterns
of international education remain unidentified and- unheeded. No one
contests that the overall crisis is severe or that the .malaise may deepen
in the next few years. Yet the United States now has a new and unique
opportunity to assess and adjust its international educational resources
and programs and thereby make a major contribution to the long-term
objectives of world education and development.

The time has clearly arrived to work on stocktaking, reconceptualiza-
don, and better communication, a task with no precise deadline arid
involving a wide range of participants. The burden cannot be placed in
the hands of a single individual or even a task force. What is reqiUred
is a sustained and far-reaching series of efforts engaging teachers, students,
researchers, educational administrators, university leaders, foundations, gov-
ernment agencies, and the many individuals concerned with formal or
nonformal educational relationg between societiesall of these and many
others will need'io work within their spheres of competence to strengthen
U.S. resources and periormance in international training, research, and
public service. .

This paper will identify some of the key issues and trends in selected
major areas of international education. Value judgments implied and
recommendations advanced are meant to focus attention on significant
issues and to suggest possible refiiiinents of objectives and programs.
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The Semantics of International Education
"International education"1 is an all-inclusive term encompassing three

major strands: (a) inte'rnational content of curricula, (b) international
mov-ement of scholars and smdenrs"Concerned with training and research,.
and (c) arrangement& engaging US. education abroad in technical as-
sistance and educational cooperation programs. As Professor Butts says:

. international education may be thought of as embracing the programs of
activity which identifiable educational organizations deliberately plan and carry
out for their members (students, teachers, and dosely related clientele), with
one of (or possibly both) two major purposes in mind: (a) the study of the
thought, institutions, techniques, or ways of life of other peoples and of their
interrelationships, and (13) the transfer of educational institutions, ideas, or
materials from one society to adother.2
Such terms as "international studies," "international programs," "inter-

cultural programs," 'transnational programs" are used widely and in
some cases interchangeably. Other terms such as "foreign area studies,"
"non-Western studies," and even "international relations" are used to
describe part or all of the international dimensions of education. A
popular label adopted by a number of organized efforts is "international-
intercultural," which ensures the inclusion of cross-cultural processes
within a national as well as international context.

We will use the terms "international education," "international
studies," and "international programs" interchangeably and in their
broadest possible context. Our terms are meant to include cross-cultural
and intercultural educatipnal processes which have more than a strictly
local significance and for which a trvisnational dimension can be estab-
lished through a comparative or other approach.

In our view the three strands(a), (b), and (c) aboveidentify
the major substantive aspects as well as strategies for globalizMg educa-
tion. The term "international studies" accents the content side of such
fields as area studies;-international relations, and comparative politics, but
the, connotation of "international programs" is more than content and
includes activities invoking organized institutional relationships as well
as the movement of scholars and students across national boundaries for
teaching, research, or development. This latter activity should result in
the enrichment of the curricular content and a wholesome diffusion of the
global dimension- in teaching and research,

The Evolution of U.S. International %idle
At the turn of this cenntry, U.S. scholarship dealt with European

society mainly in the 6ntext' of diplomatic history and international law.
The Asian areas were left to oriental classicists, and except in world
history courses, there was little curricular interest in Africa. Budding Latin
American studies did not_ survive the retrenchment which followed Wad&
War I. It' was not until Fidel Castro, dubbed by some the patron saint
of Latin American studies, emerged in Cuba that the systematic, multi-
disciplinary study of Latin American societies gained academic credibility
and financial' support.



Between the two world wars the international content in U.S. colleges
and universities was largely in the history curriculum. Coures in inter-
_national relations proliferated, but were concePtUuhzed in _the, context

. of imperialism and power politics, with an essensially Western emphasis.
There" was little attempt tp focus syste,matically and- in depth on the
dynamics of non-Western societies. The integrated development of non-
Western studies made_ little progress before World War IL despite the
fact that a rising number of our students and teachers traveled around
the world and foreign students came here.

Being more flexible, U.S. foundations responded earlier than govern-
ment to the need to broaden international studies in U.S. higher educa-
tion. The Rockefeller Foundation pioneered with over one million dollars
in grants between 1934 and 1942. Carnegie gave some $2.5 million in
vital support of non-Western studies bemeen 1947 and 1951. Since .1952,
the Ford Foundation alone has granted over $300 million in support of
area and international studies.

During World War H, the U.S. government asked a number of
universities to assume responsibility for the intensive training of military
personnel in language and area studies, and some 60 institutions helped
train over 15,000 men. The posmar assumption by the United States of
enormous world responsibilities, in the face of the contraction of the
colonial powers and in the context orthe Cold War, created a demand
for. U.S. specialists conversant with the language, culture, and social
dynamics of a formidable array of hitherto relatively unfamiliar societies.
The Truman Doctrine of 1947 signaled the irrevocable commitment of
the United States to international involvement. The Marshall Plan in
1948 and the Act for International DevelopMent of 1950 were followed
in 1953 by the university contract system engaging entire universities
in technical programs overseas. The International Cooperation Adminis-
tration was created in 1955 and was renamed the Agency for Inter-
national Development (AID) in 1961, the same year in which President
Kennedy set up the Peace Corps. By 1970, AID had contracts totaling
$189 million and involving 66 universities in technical assistance pro-
grams overseas.

Under the impact of Sputnik in 1958, Congress passed the National
Defense Fdpcation Act (NDEA), primarily to strengthen U.S._ scientific
education in the face of Soviet competition. Under Title yi of the Act,
language and area studies were to receive a relatively doAest share of
the large sums allocated. Gradually, however, the number of NDEA
language and area centers grew (to 107 by 1971) with thousands of
young men and women benefiting from NDEA fellowships for study
and research in th'ese U.S. centers and abroad.

The PulbrigheAct of 1946 enabled thousands of Americans to engage
in teaching addi research activities overseas. Foreign students came to
U.S. campuses in increasing numbers each year, reaching a 'record level
of 137,000 in 1971. While before World War II very few American
tudents engaged in study abroad, now more than 30,000 are participat-
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mg through sortie 600 organized program& In the 1930s there was only
a handful of specialized language and area studies programs, but by 1970
there were more than 500 organized programs at almost 200 colleges
and universities.

Through 1967, when its International Training and Research division
closed down, the Ford Foundation had granted $271 million in support
of area studies through universities, fellowships, or intermediary organi-
zations. By the -end of 1962, 15 major universities received ten-year sup-
port grants of $45 million. In 1965, $72 million was awarded as university-
strengthening follow-up grants. Eleven universities3 received major Ford
Foundation support for both foreign area and other international studies.
The purpose was to undergird the nation's resource base by producing
the personnel and research necessary to the competent discharge of U.S.
international educational and service responsibilities. Major area studies
centers at prestigious institutions consumed the enormous external fund-
ing needed to train, assemble, and organize the necessary expertise. The
teaching of exotic languages, the acquisition of library materials, and
above all, the costs relating to the training and research components
required considerable financial outlays and overseas travel.

To diffuse the international dimension within the institution, it was
essential to create an administrative locus for services, international com-
munication, negotiations with government and private agencies, and
leadership. Universities had to look at themselves as total institutions as
they sought to develop sound and coherent international program& The
pumping of external funds into salaries, research, travel, administrative
backstopping, and the development of substantive content, became a test
of institutional commitment to the international aspect of education.
Tho Nature of the Crkis

The university community had responded to the need to strengthen
the international content of the Curriculum and to requests from the
U.S. government invoking the national interest._ Understandably, this
response created or exacerbated tensions between area studies and the
traditional disciplines, between asea studies and international relations or
comparative srudies, and between international studies and the humanities
on one hand and the professional schools on the other. The accent on
contemporary foreign societies alienated many faculty members and some-
times entire departments. The heavy involvement of certain U.S. uni-
versities overseas met with opposition and skepticism within several
intitutions. Smaller educational units, especially those limited to under-
graduate levels, charged the government with funneling most overseas
programs through a limited number of large institutionstypically of
the land-grant variety. The relative ease with which some universities
accepted or sought complex commitments overseas, without ensuring
their potential for delivery, and the subsequent impacts on their campuses
created severe tensions within universities as well as between the govern-
ment and the U.S. universities.4 In addition, the foreign institutions in.
volved often had their own unrealistic expectations.



Substantively and organizationally, the US. was experimenting. Uni-
versities were learning from their mistakes, scholars from the experience
of their colleagues in other fields. Workable interinstimtional arrange-
ments5 multiplied at an extensive rate, though not always without serious
obstacles and some disillusionment. In short, U.S. academia had adopted
willingly a series of fundamental and revolutionary changes in curricula
and services. What was desperately needed in the late 1960s and early
1970s was a period of consolidation, of diffusion, and of adjustment to
a rapidly changing environment. Sustained financial support, spreading
beyond the elitist instirutions selected by the private foundations, was
needed EC) capitalize on the momentum and build an academic -structure
somewhat less vulnerable to the vagaries of external finance. An im-
pressive procession of educators strongly urged congressional committees°
to provide a decade of critically needed support. Funds were presumably
to be provided by the International Education Act of 1966. Not only
was the Act never funded, but it was followed by a sizable decrease in
the funding of Title VI of NDEA as well as of the State Department's
Biucational and Cultural Exchange Act of 1961 (Fulbright-Hays). To
compound the crisis, such giants in the private sector as the Ford Founda-
tion turned away from the support of international studies, partly in
anticipation of the substantial funds7 which the International Education
Act promised to pump into the undergraduate and graduate sectors of
US. higher education. As the president of the Ford Foundation stated:

This Foundation has had no more solid and substantial undertaking, over the
last fifteen years, than its program M International Training and Research.
Through this program the Foundation has committed more than $270 million
to the support of international studies in. AAnerkan universities, to national
fellowship programs, and to other activities which might strengthen our
national capacity to learn and teach about far parts of the world. Together
with others, we have wrought a revolution; the study of Africa, Asia, the
Middle East, and Latin Americaabove all the srudy of Russia and China
has become a necessary, built-in element of the American academic establish-
ment. Intellectual fashions being what they are, these studies will have good
times and bad. Mut they Are here to stay.
So now we want to take our men and money to the next table. That table may
be marked urban studies, or population, or Negro opportunity, or artthe
particular area is less important than the fact that sooner or later a foundation
really muff move on.8

This is the character of the financial crisis besetting international
studies in US. higher education today. The withdrawal of major funding
from public and private sources finds most international programs on
US. campuses extremely vulnerable because of their dependence on
external funding Salary lines, administrative infrastructures and a variety
of other expenditures have not been integrated in central budgets, either
because of internal resistance or because of the expectation that separate
identification was an essential basis for generating external funding

Several observers feel that the area studies interdiseiplinary enterprise
has not been siifficiently successful organizationally, and has not always
yielded the expected integrated training and research. Students conversant



-with foreign areas and cultures have resulted, but the more ambit;-us
objective of integrating knowledge.and disciplines has not. In times of
relative abundance, these externally suppOrted efforts were accepted, or
opposition was subdued. Now that their financial underpinning is in
jeopardy, the very concept of an area study is increasingly questioned
within the academic community in organizational as well as substan-
tive terms.

The administrative infrastructure supporting international programs
on university campuses ,qso finds itself in danger. The academic com-
munity had begun to appreciate the value of creating a center of ad-
ministrative service and guidance on international programs within the
institutional structure. This center was expected to operate on an institu-
tion-wide basis and beyond. The dean, director, or coordinator in charge
assisted in institutional planning and in harmonizing the several inter7
national programs in which the typical U.S. university engages at home
and overseas. More than 200 deans and directors of international pro-
grams° are now operating in such a capacity on uniersity- campuses,
as opposed to a mere handful a few years ago. On many more campuses
this responsibility is fragmented and perhaps less effectively discharged
by administrators and scholars who lack systematic information and a
point of policy coordination at senior university leadership levels.

International studies are also threatened on substantive grounds. Their
content, purpose, and relevance to the changing world environment are
being questioned. The tremors within the structures of higher educa-
tion, resulting in part from the prolonged exertion of U.S. military
power in Indochina, seem to have yielded a slackening of interest in
traditional international studies. The community of teachers in inter-
national studies often firlds-; itself alienated from the policies of the
government; yet that same communiq is looked on suspiciously by nu-
cleon who are similarly critical of U.S. foreign policy. The international
studio community is indeed strained and is simultaneously subject to
two pressures: one is the call for the reform of all of higher education
and its structures; the Aecond results from the vulnetable position of
many international programs because they have not been genuinely inte-
grated into the substantiveor financialcore of the university.

U.S: international studies Pare challenged to promote a more
effective global collaboration among the various existing national edu-
cational resources, of which the United States is only dort.

While the challenge is enormous, there is no justification for despair.
On, the contrary, the rapid and .intensive immersion of US. higher
education in international programs is now clearly ready for a major
payoff: We know much more about foreign societies than we did 20
years ago; the universalization of several of our disciplines and fields
has progressed to the point where we can venture more .profitably into
comparative and topical studies; we have, a. greater appreciation of the
complexities of integrating knowledge through interdisciplinary and
multidisciplinary approaches; we have a respectable thdugh limited cadre



of professionals conversant with the intricacies of educational develop-
Meat; and we are increasingly sensitive to the interrelationship of the
problems confronting the United States with those of overseas societies.
Pui- internal churning about reordering our national priorities is bound

-, to have a healthy impact on the formulation of sounder, ,more relevant,
and more effective international programs.

International Programs as an International:
Education Resource

It might be useful io the assertion that US. international
programsrepresent a valuable international educational rescairce for the
benefit of world society, including the United States. A kw quantitative
illustrations might be in order:

(1) The United States has about one fifth of all institutions of higher
education in the world and trains about one third of all the students
engaged anywhere in postsecondary 'study. The U.S. national system em-
ploys about one third of the global profesSional talent engaged full-time
in teaching. It has _over 500 centers devoted primarily to the study of
foreign-societies and a 'multitude of curricular offerings in those Aisci,
plines and professional fields which carry significant international content.
(2) The United States is- curiently training over 137,900 foreign
students representing approximately one third of all the students in the
World studying abroad. Of these 137,000 about 60,000_ are at the gradu-
ate level and may be expected to fill positions of significant responsibilit7
iu their home 'Societies, especially in the less developed countries.
(3) The U.S. higher educational system is engaged in about 240 tech-
nical assistance programs in less. developed cOuntries. Despite the changes
anticipated in the'Pattern of U.S. aid and U.S. educational 'cooperation

. with other countries, the U.S. national .,system of higher education will
remxin, a major world 'resource in the future. Of more significance, the
U:S -higher.edikational system is a lever _with enormous potential imPaCt
on.-the total relationship of U.S. society tO tho problerds of econoraic and
social .deyeloPment overseas.
'It is clear that the United States has tremendous potential for .cott

tributing directly and indirectly to .world-wide problems of education
and: development: It is equally clea.e.that -the US. international studies
corainunity represents.the Most significant cluster of mtperts atonable for
.assisting 'in.-the conduct -of U.S. relations with other:.societies aiid. for
influendrig governnimital Policies- through public education, the, business
coMmunity, and the:media.

Ho* Internationalized. Is U.S. .1.1igher Educotion?
A comprehensive review recently undertaken of the international

programs of American colleges and universities sadly reports:
The major findings of this investigation have been that international studies
are still largely underdeveloped on most college and university campuses and
that even the present levels of aCtivity (to say nothing of urgent n;eds for
improvement) are in serious jeopardy due to financial, organizational, and
other difficuldes.10
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There has been impressive progress in the internationalization of
the curriculum, and yet it is still possible for about 50 per cent of the
graduates from one of our finest and most committed universities, the
University of Wisconsin, not to have had a single course including sig-
nificam international content." The proportion of the graduates able to
maintain their parochialism is even greater in other institutions with
less involvement in international programs. Also, despite the deep involve-
ment of U.S. professional schools in technical assistance. projects overseas,
it is evident that the international dimension in these schools requires
careful planning and strengthening. 12

Is there adequate justification -for globalizing U.S. higher education,
in view bf the efforts and investment required? Forttinately, for many
the desirability of world education is accepted as an article of faith. But
that is insufficient_for others. Our fundamental assumption is that a
transnational approach to training, research, and problems of develop-
ment will, it the very mhihnum, contribute to .greater international
understanding. A genuine awareness and appreciation of the dynamics
of different cultures and of -the interdependence of mankind should
contribute significantly to the identification of world problems by
students and to the mobilization of world support for the solution of
real and menacing issues.

Furthermore, it is recognized that a genuine understanding of the
intellectual and traditional background of another culture 'is an excellent
way to sharpen the understanding of one:s own. To be able to set one's
own cultural heritage in -a global context is certainly an asset on either

-an intellectual or practical plane.
Finally, there is a significant moral dimension which can be absorbed

through world-oriented education. That dimension has to do with the
revulsion that any member of the human race who lives in relative
abundance should have at seeinj.the starvation and illness of his fellow
man resulting from- lack of food or elementary health care. That dimen-
sion has to do also ,with, ensuring minimal standards of dignity for man,
and a certain degree of freedom of choice through education and its
application to the solution of critical world- problems. A system of
education vitich ignores the major problems of most of mankind is not
acceptable; a %stem of education which does nOt 'lend its competence
to the identification, analysis, an& alleviation of the woes of mankind
is not acceptable either.

The globalization of higher education is an objective word) substantial
effort i2 planning and investment-of resources. To be sur, there are
value judgments inherent_in this approach, These_ judgments are that
peace is preferable to war, that the reduction of international tensions
is a good thing, that the interdependence of the world necessitates a
multinational attack on woild -problems, that the dignity of persons
must be respected, and that education can lay the foundations for a
better quality_of life everywhere. We are confidept that these minimal
value preferences will stand the test of universal inspection.



Our concern with international programs of higher education is
not only legitimate but necessary. Experience has shown that the globali-
mtion of education does not take place of its own momentum, but requires
sustained application and leadership. It is hard to conceive that we could
remain unconcerned with that dirnension of education which inculcates
a world perspective and a' genuine awareness of the dynamics of inter-
societal relations. The long-term purpose of educadon can easily be
defeated if the proper world literacy and professional competencies
are not nurtured siniultaneously. Much will be wasted if we do not
collaborate more effectively across national boundaries ori refining the
objectives and strengthening the processes of international programs
of higher education.

IL THE CONTENT AND INTERFACE OF
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

There is no rational scheme for the current compartmentalization of
disciplines in higher education. Disciplines and departments have emerged
as structural conveniences to organize generally related knowledge and
to pursue it intellectually. Departments gradually acquired the power to
admit faculty members to the jealously guarded guild and to promote
them to tenure. Labels have stuck, vested interests have deepened, and
gaps in communication have resulted between equally dedicated teachers
and researchers. As the amount of knowledge grew in geometric- pro-
gression, standard fields of study gave birth to nurnercius subfields. New
strategies of organizing knowledge were created, including interdisciplinary
programs.13 Especially in the social sciences, the "scientific validity" of
particular disciplines was increasingly questioned. Some claim that inter-
national relations or area studies are not sciences but strategic arrange-
ments for organizing teaChing and research. The tensions between the
humanities and-the-swiarsciences are a matter of record and the tensions
among social science subfields are increasingly disturbing. Far from being
resolved, these tensions are deepening, and the lack of interaction between
the social sciences/humanities Complex on the one hand and the Pro-
fessional fields on the other is making higher education increasingly
vulnerable to attack from within and without. This is especially so
because many are no longer satisfied with the generation of knowledge
for InaowIedge's sake, but demand that scholarship cope with threatening
world problems.

it is not surprising, therefore, that international studies are in the
crosscurrents besetting the evolution and commtmentalization of higher
education. Each discipline and professional field should have international
content The globalization of social science and, of all fields of study
should be a legitimate and attainable objective; We may even now be
on the threshold of a globalized social science. It shoUld not be demanded
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f any particular individual that he devote his energies simultaneously to
teaching, research, and to the application of knowledge around the world.
Different skills should be cultivated by different individuals, but the
ultimate welfare of society requires a reasonable degree of interaction
between interested and competent individuals normally engaged in grad-
uate and postdoctoral educational pursuits.

To be sure, the international studies community is fragmented; so are
its subfields, such as area studies comparative studies, and international
relations. Our definition of international studies encompasses the inter-
national dimension of all disciplines and professional fields, as well as
interdisciplinary programs. A discussion of whether or not international
studies constitute a conventional field would not be profitable here. De-
spite the fuzziness of its boundaries, it is a legitimate intellectual domain
of inquiry. It would be more useful to select two or three key policy
issues relating to the current status and potential of international studies
and point our comments and recommendations accordingly.

Area Studies and Subfields of international Studies
Conceptually, organizationally, and financially, area studies and sub-

fields of international studies present U.S. higher education with formid-
able and Urgent problems. The single most important is the financial
retrenchment afflicting all international studies. But the financial dilemma
is compounded by substantive and organizational issues.

As previously noted, the generosity of private foundations, particularly
the Ford Foundation, gave impetus to the creation and strengthening of
graduate area smdies in the United States, on the premise that these
centers represented an essential national resource. In 1958, the National
Defense Education Act (NDEA) permitted the gradual entry of iovern-
ment into the sUpport picture for language and area centers. By 1971
over 500 area studies centers existed in the United States," with over
107 supported by NDEA funds, but their financial future is precarious.
The International:Education Act of 1966 wd.% expected to pump $200 to
$300 million into international studies over a three-year period. PartlYv
in anticipation of this massive governmental entry into the field, and
partly as a result of reordering its program priorities, the Ford Foundation
terminated its generous grants in support of area studies and indicated
that it would confine itself in the future to highly selective situations (e.g,
support of Russian studies at Columbia and .1-Iarvard) or to new areas
insufficiently provided for in the past (e.g., West European and East
European studies).

The Ford retrenchment, the slashing of NDEA funds, and the non-
funding of the International Education Act caused deep anxieties in
educational circles and encouraged a reorderi ig of priorities. Questions
which are increasingly being asked include:

(1) Is the structured area study concept of the last two decades suitable
for the 1970s? Should the U.S.- university invest further resources 'in area
studies centers or should it strengthen its disciplinary departments? How



can the gaps between area studies and other subrields of international
studies be bri."3ed? In planning a university institutional development in
international studies, what are the alternatives to area studies?

(2) Have certain area studies, gained enough momentum (e.g., Russian
studies) to justify giving priority to other areas (e.g., African, East
European, Chinese studies)?

(3) What is the national need and marketability for trained area special-
ists? What is the level and breakdown of the demand by educational
institutions, government agencies, business, the media; irivate organixa7
lions, others?

(4) What is the current national landscape in area studies with respect
to (a) numbers and quality of centers which exist (per foreign area),
( b ) the projected national need, and (C) aVailability of teaching staff
and library resources?

(5) What is the potential of comparative and topical studies as opposed
to traditional area studies?
(6) In view of limited resources, how can U.S. universities achieve a
rational division of labor to eliminate duplications and fill critical gaps?
(7) How can area studies be made more relevani to the development
process overseas? How-can area studies in the U.S. collaborate with area
studies in other societies?
(8) How can area studies contribute -lore effectively to public education?

This questioning of the role and future of area studies is illustrative
of the malaise felt by those concerned with the support and vitality of
international studies. NDEA Tide VI appropriations for language and
area studies were $15.3 million for fiscal-1970, $8 million for fiscal 1971,
and back up to $15.3 million for fiscal 1972. The possibility that support
for fiscal 1971 might have been nil was quite real, and it took an enormous
amount of last-minute lobbying to achieve even the $8 million appropria-
tion. NDEA is categorical legislation, concentrating on language and area
studies and ,not on the other subfields of international studies. Major
support for the latter would have been forthcoming with the funding
of the International Edtication Act

The international studies community has been increasingly puzzled
by the problem of how to broaden the financial base of support for inter-
national studies without reducing congressional_ support for language and
area centers through NDEA.Title VI. There has been the fear that too much
tinkering with existing NDEA legislation might kill it altogether. It was
nor until the- legislative process for fiscal 1972 wa..s under way that the
appropriations allowed for minor but promising variations from the stan-
dard .NDEA language sbe new graduate' Programs were provided at an
average cast of 440,000 each. These were to fOcus on such fields- as con-
temporary Europe, Eist-West relations, international trade and busmess,,'
and comparatiVe urban and enVitorimentar problems. Als6 provided far
were ten new undergtaduate programs at an average, coit of--$36,000 each,
with a distinct accent on teacher education in World- affairs and inter-
national studies.



The Ford Foundation reviewed and affirmed its decision to consider
most of its previous long-term grants in international studies as terminal.
Columbia and Wisconsin universitieS received additional support, at
lower levels for shorter periods of time, with the understanding that these
were transitional to other sources of funding than Ford or to absorption
by the central budgets of the universities concerned. Ford support of grad-
uate area studies was clearly not to be maintained, and the transitional
grants were obviously designed to prevent catastrophic collapse. Univer-
si- es had to face the definitive termination of most of Ford's largesse
in international studies. It became all the more important to press for
government support, to work with state legislators, to cultivate the busi-
ness community, to eliminate marginal courses, and to develop greater
interinstitutional collaboration.

Above all, the commitment of the university to international programs
was on the line: would the university absorb into its core budget hitherto
externally supported programs? This is a supreme test of commitment,
made all the more difficult by the very critical financial crisis besetting
all institutions of higher education.

At institutions where area smdies had been created with the support
of business grants or integrated from the beginning in the central budget
of the university, these prograrns.were relatively-safe. It was mostly at the
undergraduate levels, however, that there was no reliance on external
support; and the basic conditions described above remained 'true for most
of the graduate programs in the country.

The temporary success of the NDEA constituency was encouraging
but left no one with illusions. The more basic questions, formulated earlier
in these comments, had not been dealt with, and there was no Certainty
that NDFA support would be continued indefinitely or without sub-
stantial modification. And non-area studies educatori committed to inter-
national studies still did not know how to make the best case for support
of overall international studies without appearing to,attack the legitimacy
of area studies. There were a few sustained attempts to discuss setiously
the reconceptualiiation of international studies, and these illuminate the
nature of the field and the resources needed to effect meaningful change.

The International Education Act of 1966 stipulated that the Secretary
of Health, Education; and Welfare, with the assistance of the National
Advisory Committee on International Studies (NACIS) would prepare
a report for the President and the Congress containing specific recoin .
mendations for carrying out the provisions of the Act. In early 1967, to
facilitate the work of NACIS; a number of paper's were commissioned
by Dr. Paul A. Miller, then the AssiStant Secretary for Education pri-
marily responsible for the implementation of, the International Education
Act when funded.

Experts prepared'11 papers relating to graduate arm studies on a geo-
.

graphic- basis, ranging from Africa to Latin America, including some
pertaining to China, japan, and Korea.. Another 13 papers were also coin-
missioned relating to work at the graduate level in the professions and
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academic disciplines, and on other topics.15 This set included, among
others, papers on 'Comparative Politics and Governmeth," "International
Politics and Foreign Policy," "International Law and Legal Studies," 'Social
Development and Cross-Cultural Studies," "Comparative .Public Adminis-
tration." Alsb included were such topics as -"Education and Human Re-
source Development," "Population Studies," and "Urban and Environ-
mental Studies."

The writers were asked to evaluate the "condition of their field" and
_to point to desirable directions and consequent need for support under
the International Education Act.- They were encouraged to review their
assessment and recommendations with colleagues, which they did through
seminars in different parts of the country, and through extensive tele-
phonic consultation. This was by far the nacist comprehensive attempt
to prepare for governmental entry into the substantial financial support
of international studies. It was generally assumed that NDEA Title VI

. would eventually lapse and that its ptogrammatic content would be taken
over by the HEW authorities responsible for the implementation of the
international -Education Ace.

The reluctance of Congress to fund the International Education Act after
it became law in October, 1966, had a profoundly negative effect on the
morale of the academic community. The latter had participated eagerly irs
a series of meetings and had prepared to formulate all sorts of institutional
plans. More than 30 papers were finally prepared, but the lack of financial
and organizational support prevented their integration into a reordering
of national priorities in international studies. As valuable as these papers
were then, it is inevitable that time will diminish their usefulness.

In October, 1967; Education and World Affairs, with the assistance
of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, organized a "Seminar
on the Future of International Studies." Twenty individuals representing
area studies, comparative studies, international relations, and relevant
disciplines were invited to assess the status of the field and to review the
existing institutional and -organizational machinery with respect to its
ability to support recognized intellectual objectives. The findings of the
seminar, still relevant almost five years later, are partly reproduced below:

International studies consists of many types of scholarly activity, some with
direct relation to eadi ocher, some with little relation yet demonstrated, leading
to colhiboration between some scholars in the field and to little, if any collab-
oration between others.

Cooperation across disciplines has been rare: ternational studies has proven
multidisciplinary, rather than interdisciplinary. Cooperation between subfields

international studies has shown some strength: comparative- studies relies
on many of the findings of area studies, but there is a definite need for develop-
ing linkages between comparative studies and international relations.

There appears to be a divergence between generations of international studies
specialists. The older generatien has been preoccupied with die Aevelopment
of' theory; the younger shows at:t intense interest in die relevance of thgory to
practice. There has also been a marked varition of international studies activity
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in the various geographic regions of this country. Certain regions support
.highly developed centers .of international research and training; other -regions
have yet to demonstrate.more than a potential -for strength. There is a definite
responsibility for-the advanced centers to assist the developing centers of inter-
national research and training.

Genuine collaboration of international studies scholars across national bound-
erica has yet to develop: American scholarship exercises an unhealthy domi-
nance. Independent national competence should be encouraged, for there can
be little transnational cooperation when there are few scholars -overseas with
whom Americans can cooperate.

COLLABORATION BEIvqBEN SCHOLARS AND POLICY MAKERS

Mutual expectation of scholars and policy makers- are somewhat distorted.
Scholars have yet to develop an understanding of how policy decisions are
made; policy makers have yet to develop n understanding of how scholars
conduct research. Scholars expect direct acc ss to data from the government and
opportunities to publish research findings -ed on this data. Policy makers
expect international research relevant to deci nal needs: they, above all, are
seeking information relevant to predicting foi affairs events, and interna-
tional studies has yet to produce predictive capar (An example was givers
from strategic studies: scholars did not foresee ,r the possession of nuclear
weapons would dun out to provide less rather t Ian more flexibility in intek-
national relations, that the possession of nuclear -apons does not neeessarily
increase the relative power of a state in world affs:-.R.)

DATA COLLECTION AND DissErwrINATIoN

International studies data have been accumulating with amazing rapidity, but
there is yet no-system available for the location and dissemination of existing
knowledge. New Constructs should be built on the basis r dteady established
findings, bur cumulative consolidation is difficult witl systematic access to
what has already been accomplished.

Regretfully, here -again the financial and organizational climate did
not prove propitious to a fruitful follow-up of the consensus developeA.

This background is illustrative of tN substantive and social complex-
ity of the vast and fluid field called international studies. It may also assist
us in appreciating the need for an organized social base and a catalytic
point of leadership. It is interesting to note, for example, that both the
International Education Act and the National Foundation for the Social
Sciences Act (proposed by Senator Fred R. Harris) originated in Wash-

gton rather than in the academic community. The developments sur-
rounding both pieces of legislation underscored further what had been
noted in John Gardner's" review of the relations gen AID and the
universities: a sustained and substantiye dialogue-he -tween the govern-
ment and the academic community was badly needed.

One her point needs to be ri2ade with respect to the academic-
govern cal dialogue. It has to do with the tendency of some scholars
to regar the scholarly community as the only sector capable of .deciding
the prio ities for research in international studies. As long as practicing
adMinistrators and policy makers are not consulted or do not make their
views- known, there will continue to he a severe failure of communica-
tion. There is the glib accusation that social science research has not
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helped governmental policy in any major way in the last two decades.
As extreme and controversial as this statement might be, both govern-
mental officers responsible for decision making and academicians agree
that the hiatus between them is wide and deplorable.

It is important that the scholarly community understand and even
experience the practitioner's role in government, so that the criteria of
practical relevance and available options may be taken into account by
scholars as they order their priorities and pursue research. In earn, the
harassed government officer needs to learn more effective ways of utilizing
detached scholarly expertise in those patterns in which the, scholar func-
tions bestreflective long-term assessment of trends and review of goals
and options.

There is a reasonable chance that a more positive attitude on the part
of all concerned with constructive, substantive, and sustained scholar-
government dialogues will result in more relevant research designs and
more interdisciplinary approaches to international problems. Successful
interchange shonld also develop in more effective long-term assessments
and planning and a broader consideration of options. We are aware of
the difficulties which hamper the proposed dialogue; we recognize that
there have been attempts with only limited success in the past, but the
absence of such dialogue will have a more tragic consequence than the
rediscovery of personal rigidities or professional intransigence.

Future Content and Organization of
Internatianal Studies

We now return to some more practical comments on the current
partern in content and organization of international studies, ro suggest
possible directions for the future.17

It is suggested that 'the quantitative zenith of area studies has been
reached and that their viability as an organized process of education needs
careful qualitative overhauling. Lest this be misunderstood, we should
underline our conviction that knowledge abont and experience with for-
eign culrures will continue to be a critical need of the United States--
indeed of all nations in the world. Our reservations have to do with the
quantitative needs for manpower trained in area studies as well as with
cla desirability of change in the content of such training. We do not
equate a descriptive and factual knowledge of foreign areas with a gen-
uine understanding of the interrelat&Iness of world problems and so-
cieties. A foreign area literate, like a literate in any discipline or profes-
sional field, may be educated but May remain a world illiterate.

The reduction of professional personnel in most government agencies,
foundations, and nongovernmental organizations is also a factor. Possible
exceptions are the international organizations and the business comma-
nig_ In the latter, however, area study, traLning tends to Command a
lower priority than other professional skills, and the marketability of area
studies people is not likely to improve greatly with a stronger economy
unless the training involved undergoes some qualitative changes as welL



With respect to changes in content, the following might be helpful.
First, graduate area studies need to pay much greiter attention to the
preparation of teachers at the undergraduate levels as well as at sec-
ondary and elem-nrary levels. This implies a responsibility for involve-
ment in the whole range of content and approaches at precollegiate levels,
and special collaboration and interaction with schools of education.

Graduate area studies should also exert effort in the direction of assess-
ing the new needs of the business community, the media, governmental,
nongovernmental, and international organizations. Such an attempt to
relate more realistically to the market would have a wholesome impact
on the content arid organization of area studies.

Perhaps more difficult than any other change for area studies will
be their relatedness to world Problems which may or may ncit be of critical
importance in the geographic or cultural area of concentration. The topi-
cal and comparative approaches may find built-in obstacles in a narrowly
conceived area study approach, but this need not be so in all cases. The
extent to which area studies can find bridges to comparative and functional
approaches will determine the strength of the area study concept. A
problem-focus or comparative approach may improve the methodologic0
tools of teachers and researchers. Such approaches should certainly be more
stimulating and relevant to a generation of students inclined E0 be skepti-
cal about many aspects of traditionally organized international studies.

The foregoing suggests a much closer collaboration in training and
research than presently exists between international studies, including
area studies, and the professional schools. In some universities a good deal
of flexibility exists in programing for graduate students across departments
and schools, but research and development collaboration on an institu-
tional level between area staelies and the professional- schools is scarce
indeed. A university may have professional school faculty pursuing a
project overeas under an AID, World Bank, or foUndation contract, with-
out any. interaction with colleagues who are expert in the social sciences
and the humanities of the sot: _ty where the project is taking place. It
is interesting to note, for example, that 86.9% of the area studies pro,.
grams are at institutions not having.technical assistance progxami in the
same geographic region (Table A)" while only 44.4% of the technical
assistance programs are Sited in institutions which have aria studies 'in
the same geographic region (Table B)." But even when area studies
and technical assistance programs relating to the Sallee region ire housed
in the same university, interaction is dismally deficient.

One of the major implications which emerges for the future conduct
f international studies is that systematic efforts and innovations are

deeded to increase collaboration and interaction among subfields of inter-
national studies. Professor Rosenau recently addressed, himself imagina-
tively to this and related issues and offered eight recommendations relevant-
to what he calls the discipline generalists:

(1) The sanctity of the traditional boundaries betwevn sOcial Science disci-
plines should be honestly reassessed, with a view to alterins the incentive
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TABLE A
Area Studies Programs of U.S. Colleges and Universities and

Their Coincidence with Technical Assistance in the
Same World Geographic Regians, 1967-1968*

Area Studies Programs at
Institutions Having Tech-
nical Assistance in the

Same Geographic Region

Area Studies Programs at
Institutions Not Having

Technical Assistance in the
Same Geographic Region

Total Number of
Area Studies

Programs

World Geographic
Region # % # % # 1 %

Sub-Saharan
Africa 8 13.1 53 86.9 61 100

-T00
East Asia 5 6.8 93.2 73

South Asia 11 21.2 41 78.8 52 100

Southeast Asia 23.1 10 76.9 13 100

Eu pe 3.9 122 96.1 127 100

Latin Amenca 26.1 99 73.9 134 100

Middle East &
North Africa 0 0.0 36 100.0 36 100

North America 0 0.0 5 100.0 5 100

Oceania 0.0 2 100.0 2 100

Worldwide &
Country Varies 1 5.6 17 94.4 18 100

Total 68 13.1 453 86.9
_

21 100

TABLE B
Technical Assistance Programs of U.S. Colleges and Universities and

Their Coincidence with Area Studies in the Same World
Geographic Regions, 19674968*

Technical Assistance
Programs at Institutions

Having Area Studies in
the Same Geographic

Region

TecIinical Assistance
Programs at Institutions
Not Having Area Studies
in the Same Geographic

Region

T tal Number of
Technical
Assistance
Programs

Worid Geographic
Region # % # % # %_

Sub-Saharan
Africa 21 =45.7 25 54.3 46 100_

East Asia 3 60.0 2 40.0 5 100

- South Asia 18 39.1 28 60.9 46 100

Southeast A ia 3 10.3 26 89.7 29 100

Eprqpe 3 100.0 0 003 100
-

1.atin Amevica 57 62.6 34 374 91 100

Middle East &
North Africa 0 0.0 16 100. 16 1

_ _
North America 0 0.0 0 0.0

Oce la . 0 0.0 1 100.0 1 1 0

Worldwide &
Country Varies 1 50.0 1 50. 2 100

Total 106 44.4 55.6 239 100

* Source: Data Bank, international Council for Educational Development, June, 1971.
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structures that have sustained the .lisciplines and evert to acording legitimacy
to interdisciplinary teaching and, research.

(2) Problem-oriented research projects should not be viewed as incompatible
with basic and comparative inquiry, but rather as research sites in which to
test and revise hypotheses and models.

(3) Language and area specialists should be recognized as indispensable to
progress in'the search for general patterns, apd sustained efforts to build bridges
to, and then capitalize upon the av ilability of, such specialists should replace
pervasive disdain for them.
(4) In order to build bridges to ae a specialists,- discipline generalists should
occasionally apply their skills and 4uantitative techniques to particular aspects
or problenis of an area, thus dem:onstrating that the gulf between the mo
approaches can be narrowed.

(5_) In developing new data sets for the field, stress should be placed on time
series and on data that are descriptive of the structure and activities of supra-
national as well as national entities in the international arena. Greater efforts
should also be made to gather data on the attitudes of decision-makers and elites.

(6) Discipline generalists should be readier than they have been to translate
their theories and findings into readable texts 'that can be used at the secondary
school and college levels. -

(7) While not overselling the =airy of their research products and advice,
disciPline generalists should continuously seek to indicate how their woik
is relevant to and provides a perspective for the problems faced by the society
and its ,government. -

(8) Either through the International Studies Association or some other appro.
priate organization, the case for the discipline'generalist in ifirdrnat:onal studies
sheuld be energetically and continuously pressed on the sociery an.I its public
ofEcials.2c,

Another implication steins directly from the relative scarcity of re-
sources and the.imperative need to.increase interinstitutional collaboration
among universities which are trying to preserve the quality,, sometimes
the existenceof major area studies. We cannot afford either the flagrant
duplications or gaps which currently exist in area studies. Some winnow7
ing needs to take ,place. Initiatives in the direction of greater interinsti-
tutional collaboration and an appropriate division of labor would be far
more advisable.than attrition without planning Interinstitutional collabora-
tion can take several forms and need not be-limited to a new pattern
of relationships among the giant institutions in graduate area studies.

We would not Trant to load international studies with an impossible
set of responsibilities, but Nire are not satisfied that international studies
,have adequately explored their potential reladonship to world problems
:such as population and urban environment The pancity of interdisti;
plinary researeh and teamwork needed for serious study across disciplines
and professional fields has been inhibitive and prohibitive dOnsiderably
more funds must be made available for data .generation and analysis, for
cross-disciplinary work, for transnational research and collaboration. These
objectives are not pursued easily in the organized university setting of
today. The desirable .course of action seems to us to be that of simulta-
neously pressing-for flexibility and reform from within while experiment-
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ing with possible patterns and innovations without. Both of these courses
need to be pursued vigorously to overcome the natural resistance to change
which is often inherent in the setting of educational institutions.

On a transnational collaborative level it is interesting to note that
there is almost no multilateral institutional collaboration, particularly in
area studies, among severaL of the more developed societies and the less
developed country which happens to be the focus of a particular area
study prowam: Even if the total resources available internationally for a
single geographic area or a functional problem remain static, it is safe
to assume much greater effectiveness and substantive results in selective
multinational collaboration than in the traditional bilateral relationship.
Only in 1971, for example, were leaders of Latin American studies pro-
grams in Europe moving effectively toward closer collaboration among
themselves.21 Multinational collaboration among U.S.-Latin American
studies, European-Latin American smdies, and Latin American societies
themselves is a target only beginning to be understood. There is also a
potential array of multinational arrangements involving developed and
developing countries. Through such cooperative institutional experiences
another highly meaningful process would be strengthenedthat of ce-
menting professional collaboration among individuals with different ,na-
tionalities and cultural backgrounds but with common goals.

Summary RecomMendations

To identify issues- and coMment on trends is not easy. To draw defini-
tive conclUsions and to describe detailed actions with respect to this vast
and complex field is far more exacting and will not b,. attempted here. We
will try to summarize and list on a selective basis a few broad recom-
mendations pointing to what appears to us to be desirable initiatives
and directions for strengthening the process and objectives of graduate
kiternational education:

( 1 ) U.S. international studies are at a critical crossroad. Evaluation of
past performance is lacking, and clarity on future goals and directions is
even more conspicuously absent in the face of a fast-changing domestic
and world environment An overall design for the future for such a vast
and amorphous field does not appear to be either practical or feasible.
A series of reconceptualizations of major components of the field could
prove to be very fruitful, however, provided these several efforts reflected
deep appreciation of the interdependence of societies and of the world
realities challenging the survival of the human race Such reconceprualiza-
dons will be particularly meaningful where they involve individuals
beyond the traditional international studies scholarly communityg.,
reptesentatives of the policy-oriented fields, the business commuMty, and
the media. Indeed, the world attitudes and collaborative arrangements
which need to evolve are such that the process of reconceptualizing U.S.
international studies should not be conducted in an "American-village'
context, but should involve intensive consultations with appropriate indi-
viduals from other countries and cultures.
(2) The tensions which presently exist among international studies sub-
fields and the rigidities of certain institutional structures combine to
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oppose desirable multidisciplinary training and research as well as fruitful
interaction between such scholars as those in area studies and those in
subfields of international studies. University administrators, scholar% stu-
dents, and funders need to build bridges and to create interactions among
subfields wherever possible. The elimination of all tensions arrumg sub-_
fields of international studies is not possibleit may even be undesirable
but there is room for more effective communication, for strengthening
the knowledge content through interaction between subfields, and the
generation and utilization of multidisciplinary data in relation to teaching,
research, and problem-solving.
(3) Interinstitutional collaboration in international stndies, especially
graduate area studies, is necessary. Transnational collaboration in area
studies involving several developed and developing countries and includ-
ing the geographic area under study should be encouraged and given a
problem-solving component when feasible. Greater collaboration is advo-
cated among graduate international studies in the social sciences, the hu-
manities, and the professional schools. Donors and administrators, as well
as scholars, have a major responsibility to see that the collaboration recom-
mended here is built into university projects overseas in the platkning,
implementation, and evaluative phases.
(4) The content of international studies in general, and area studiti La
particular, neecit to be made more sensitive and responsive to world Prob-
lems through comparative and topical approaches. The world and com-
parative dimension of critical domestic issues needs to be identified rd
studied whenever possible._ Without sacrificing the virtues of theoretical
research and training, it is possible and advisable to encert more effort \in
bridging the hiatus which often exists between the generation of knov4-
edge in a specific area and its use for policy and development ptirposes.
(5) With specific reference to area stuille% special attention should be
given to diffusion and the adaptation of the content involved to under=
graduate and ptecollegiate training, as well as to the broad purposes of
public education.
(6) As fast as circumstances permit, international studies which are now
dependent on external funding need to be integrated into the core budget
of universitie% The commitment of the leadership of educational institu-
tions is imperative and must accompany the reform in content. The long-
term process of seeking financial support for international studies is essen-
tially the same as that of seeking support for quality education. The
necessary cultivation of state legislature% federal agencies, business, foun-
dations, and international agencies must be shaped accordingly to ensure
the long-term viability of international progams.

III. AMERICAN HIGHER EDUCATION AND
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSISTA_NCE

This section will focus on critical issues and trends affecting the
involvement of American higher education, principally US. universities,
in educational development overseas. Our comments will provide a gen-
eral informational background as well as suggest likely or desirable changes
for the 1970s.
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First, a few words on the quant tative aspect of the institutional
involvement of U.S. universities overseas. Practically all of that involve-
ment in what is being increasingly referred to as "technical assistance
in educatioe is post-World War II, inaugurated with the Point Four
Program in 1949. In 1953, the International Cooperation Administration
(the predecessor to AID) had 22 contracts for overseas technical assistance
involving 20 U.S. universities. By 1959, there were 89 contracts with 53
universities and a gross expenditure of $86 million. The dollar peak was
reached on June 30, 1968, with about $204 million, involving 149 con-
tracts and some 70 universities. A drop to 119 contracts, 66 universities
and $189 million dollars as of June 30, 1970, reflected the cuts in appro-
priations for technical assistance purposes.22 Additionally, there was the
lesser involvement of universities overseas in projects sponsored by
foundations such as Ford and Rockefeller, as well as by other agencies,
national or international.

_The qualitative dimension of these university relations overseas, espef
cially in the less developed countries, is harder to assess. That much good
has .resulted from these is .hardly debated, eXcept by confirmed cynics.
Yet we have experienced a sufficient mix of partial successes and failtues,
of unpleasant repetcussions and surprises, to justify a careful assessment
of the elements which make for successful planning and implementation.23
As Dean Jack A. Rigney of North Carolina State University put it:

most U.S. universities are seeking ways to make their own programs mbre
international or universal in scope, and there was an earlier hope that this
might be achieved in part hy allowing their faculty to participate in technical
assistance programs overseas. This hope has been poorly realized in the ex-
perience of the past dozen years, and much of the reason lies in the inadequate
role in which the advisor found himself-24

The complexities,and ambiguities which surround technical eipertise
in the field cannot be minimized:

Technical assistance takes three primary forms in the process'Of institution-
building in the developing nationsparticipant training programs, capital
input and technical personnel. The effectiveness of the whole process is in laige
part a function of the quality and magnitude of these three elements and of
the skill with which they are managed and coordinated. The mle which the pa-
ticipant training program and the capital inpufs play in iiiifitutional develop-
ment has appeared to b:e,undersfood reasonably,well by all cdncerned. There
las been much confusion and difference of opinion, however, on what US.
technical persOnnel are supposed to contribute and what they must accomplish
by their physical presenc e. that_ cannot be done more einciendy some other
way.25

University invOlvements in overseas contracts result from a complex
mbt of motives and objectives. Theoretically, the goals are clear at both
ends, with the dividends for the host country and the university identified
and endorsed, and maximum feedback structured, taking into account
broader social and political impliCations. This is seldom the case. In addi-
tion, a reliable measurement of actual impact is rarely-achieved. Edward W.
Weidner underlines some typical difficulties involved:
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After fifteen years of university contracting abror.d, one fact is evident: the
survey parties from moat universities have been nev. at the process of foreign
technical assistance in a good share of the instances. Consequendy, they have
not realized the importance of obtaining substantial data for benchmarks. They
have concentrated on the immediate task at hand:. recommending Of failing to
recommend involvement for their institution and specifying some of the con-
ditions appropriate co such involvement. Project operation tiii-cre-aluation have
not been uppermost in their minds."

The export of Money and expertise across cultUres remains fraught.
with danger, with the art not fully mastered by donor or recipient, In
an essay entitled "A Perspective on International Development," John
Hilliacd highlights the self-questioning of most donors:

Twenty years and 100 billion dollars later, the United States government is
wondering what it bought for its foreign aid money and what lessons it cart-
learn for the years ahead. So are the United Nations and ifs specialized agencies,
the highly developed cour^ries of Europe, and those private foundations able
and willing to tske a hand in the international development game. All are
pretty sure they have not got just what they bargained for and are not sure
they like what they got. Neither are the underdeveloped countries."

It is not our objective here, however, to dwell on the successes and
failures of technical assistance programs in education. Our record- is
apparently mixed, as is tliat of other countries which have been experi-
menting with education aid. U.S. univetsities may have erred in accepting
contracts without assessing sufficiently their capability and commitment;
wastages and frustrations have cermita:..7 occurred, but it is also clear that
educational deVelopment has been furthered and that U.S. institutions
have benefited from the transnational involvement of teachers, adminis-
trators, and students. Clearly, the effectiveness of this involvement could
have been vastly improved, and the engagement of any U.S. university
overseas requires regular review and refinement. Basic to the entire rela-
tiOnship is the fundamental question whether a university should inVolve
itself at all. It:is perhaps best to remember John Gardner's broad pre-
scription:

There has been much discussion of which overseas roles are appropriate to a
university and which are not. We have emphasized that it MUSE perform within
the bounds of irs.own tradition and integrity;Beyond that it is not easy to lay
down a general rule concerning 'proper university activities overseas. Each uni-
versity must settle that question in terms of its own character....

... It is fait to say, however, that the universities Will probably achi v
most profound and lasting influence in working with their own kinds of insti-
tudons abroad, or, to put it more broadly, in working to strengthen institu-
tions for human resource developmeot.28

We have learned from painful experience that universities should no
play certain roles, Even when 'a national interest argument is accepted,
it does not necessarily mean that the university must make itself aVailabl
as the vehicle. National interest is an umbrella under which many activities
have taken place Which could have been conducted through other, more
3uitable channels. If these do not exist, the society should be sufficiently



inventive to create them or tO strengthen alternate service instrumental-
ities. There is a critical and reciprocal responsibility in AID-university
relations which must be accepted by both parties. The university must
decide for itself what it should or should not undertake, and should not
later accuse the government of forcing a questionable program through
in the name of the national interest Gardner's cautions of 1964 axe still
eminently valid:

Virtually everyone in the university world would agree that there are certain
short-term political tasks overseas that axe incompatible with the university's
role.- For the university to undertake such tasks is inimical to its long-term
effectiveness. With minor exceptions, the university must address itself to the
achievement of long-ternv purposes: educational growth and human resource
development, the achiancement of knowledge, and the application of knowledge
to basic problems. .

Nor is the university at its best in piecemeal assignments. Even if its assign-
ment is limited, it should see that assignment in the largest 'contest, ie., the
whole state of educational and human resource development in the host cons-
tryst*

Our point, however, is that relationships successful in the 1960s may
not be suitable for the 1970s. Overseas societies have been changing
rapidly, as has our own. New situations call for new conceptualizations,
objective& programs,.and mechanism& The challenge to Ameriean higher
education, in its engagement in international development issismilce, is
re identify equations that will be viable in then.ext decade. We stress this
because of the -enormous potential 'which institutional ndations carry in
the long-term process of internationaliiing our curricula, our attitudes,
mid out program& In the last analysi& however, whether under an insti-
:tutional banner or 6s individual consultants, the individuals involved are
scholars, administrators, and students, whose -added experience and en-
larged perspective Will inevitably permeate their lives and careers.

The' Pattern for the 19703
What will be the nature of the relations between developed and

developing countries in- the 1970S? What Can be said about the future
viability of the traditional form of technical-assistance?

PROPOSITIONS

( I) In the. 1970s, traditional form of technical assistance in education
across national boundaries will be difficult to conduct productively and
will be 'increasingly-shunned. Rising- nationaliSm, pride,- fear 'of culrural
imperialism, and resentment against grants with visible and invisible
strings attached Will militate against_the ielationshtps Whieh characterized

(2) Increisingly, universities all over the world will realize that in order
to fulfill their mission they will need to adopt a _universal apProach to

. teathini aOd regearch. Whether in developed or developing,countries, ed-
ucational.inStitittions of higher leiriaing will' 'obviously remain' part of a
national System of education, but will be as well an international resource
for 'world education and development National systems of -higher adu-



cation will be more aware of the need to plan and strengthen the channels
through which they might profitably cooperate. Such interaction might be
structured between entire 4stems, or selected institutions, or departments,
through collaborative research, the movement of scholars and students, in-
ternational colloquia, or other means. These transnational licdtages would
seek to identify goals desired by the several parties and carry our the
necessary implementation of these goals with minimum wastage/abrasion
and maximum productivity/cooperation.

(3) The basic challenge corifronting higher education anywhere, apart
from the traditional issues of adequate financing and autonomy, is to be-
come relevant to domestic needs and to a fast-changing world environ-
ment Hence, educational systems and individual educators have a vital
interest in collaborating more effectively across national boundaries in
the discharge of their teaching, research, and public service functions.
Hence, also, the logic of and need for promoting the types of institutional
and professional linkages which strengthen the capability of individuals
and educational institutions to deal with issues which have significance
for the world, aa well as for different societies, developed or not.

(4) The most productive arrangements in the next decade are likely to
be those: which incorporate: (a) genuine reciproelty between educa-
tional institutions; (b) a high degree of commitment, clarity, and ac-
cord as to the purposel of the arrangements and the means to be used to
attain the desired goals; (c) competent management of the institutions
involved; (d) a satisfactory mechanism for cooperative planning and
evaluation; (e) increased financing from international or neutral non-
governmental sources; (f) maximum insulation from the fluctuations of
the foreign policy of their countries; (g) a reasonable expectation of con-
tinuity to permit effective long-term planning.
(5) Consor6a arrangements among institutions or departments in sev-
eral cotmtries will prove more satisfactory than sister-to-sister institutional
arrangements.
(6) There will be a tendency on the part of the- less developed countries
to use individual and teaiii consultants over which they will have control,
rather than structured institutional arrangements.

The desire and need for more systematic and productive educational
cooperation across national imundaries Was affirmed by participants from
socialist and nonsocialist countries, at the quinquenniarconfetence of the
International Association of Universities held at :Montreal, Canada, in
September,- 1970.8° Poth,the-,Pearson8 .and the Peterson82 reports strongly
endorse the principles and obligations of international collaboration and
greater internationalization of funding for international education.

University Responsibility far International Development
Research and for Training Educational Plannars'

Research on the process of moderniagtion is essential to the strengthn
ing of international development progrims -and objectives, and univer-
sities and private research agencies are especially fitted to contribute to
this pursuit. The =lone strength of the scholarly community concerned
with the development proCess mnst be exploited with a solid financial
base undergirding basic as well as applied research:



One cannot emphasize too strongly the role that systematic study, analysis, and
experimentation must play in the evolution of improved methods of develop-
talent assistance. We have a lot to learn. Research should address itself not only
to the disiovery of new knowledge, but to the devising, designing, and testing of
new iprocedurea and materials in technical cooperation, and to the analytical
srudyfor purposes of improved decision-makingof development assistance
activities and their consequences.33

Whatever the involvement of a specific university in overseas develop-
ment, it is imperative that this incorporate research and evaluation. We
have already alluded to the need for scholars -in the social sciences and
the humanities to team up,with those in the professional schools to plan
and implement overseas projects. Similar collaboration should exist for
research related to the development process.

It has not been easy for the U.S. scholarly community to enter devel-
opthent ;es-earch. This was due partly to inadequate financing and paltly to
an unfortunate lack of interaction between the scholars and practitioners
involved. Despite some excellent work in this area, there still remains

ing imbalance in the funding support for research as compared
with the immensity of the problems of international development and
the consequences of failure. As Hilliard stared:

For the first thirteen years of U.S. aid to underdeveloped countries, the aid
agency bad no organized program of research in the phenomena of develop-
ment In 1963 it established such a program, with 6 million dolktrs in funds,
or about .003 percent of the AID annual expenditure. Although this original
amount has risen, it still bears no adequate relationship to the size of the ex-
penditures for development. The international agencies and the private founda-
tions have also given a priority to research in the process and dynamics of
development.3 4

Training, research, and applied work in human resource development
are interrelated. The US. universiry has a legitimate though n9t exclusive
claim to all three of these. The ,university community must have the com-
mitment and financing to develop and maintain some centers of excellence
at the graduate level for training and research Orrproblems of education
and human resource deVelopment.

One of the main issues to stress here is that the international studies
communiry finds itself fragmented and compartmentalized when it tries
to reconcile its traditional role of scholarly pursuit_ with the relatively
newer role of universitY involvement in developmental problem& We
believe, that this dichotomy iS frequently artificial and derives from ,in-
rernal bureaucratization aa well as a gap in communication. The develop-
ment process lends itself to wide participation and should draw on all
scholars including the more theory-oriented. The stakes are enormous,
and despite our experience to date, the challenges remain exciting:

We are still in the openktg phases of a new form of intellectual and practical
- endeavor. Perhaps the key unifying concePt to have emerged is human resource

development It is clear that the develcipinent of human resources and the rela-
tionships between the development of human and of natural resources is a
matter:of supreme importance in bringing about planned change, whether in
the developing countries, the urban ghettos or the wealthy mbuibs.35
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U.S. Foreign Aid in the 1970s
The United States now finds irlff-in a major revamping of its foreign

aid patterns and structures, with consequences of potentially great sig-
nificance for the involvement of U.S. higher education overseas. U.S.
universities and private agencies have been functioning for 20 years or so
as brokers and substantive instruments for U.S. aid related to education.
In 1968, AID began to implement the Institutional Grants program au,
rhorized under the 211(d) section of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1966.
The purpose of that legislation was to strengthen the capacity of educa-
tional institutions in the- U.S. to develop and Carry out programs con-
cerned with the economic and social development of less developed
countries. The first two grants made in 1968 were in family planning
and Ovulation research, with $1 million going to the Carolina Popula-
tion Center of the University of North Carolina and $400,000 to rhe
Johns Hopkins Population Unit of Johns Hopkins University. As of
June 30, 1971, 32 grants totaling over $23 million had been made to 28
institUtions.

U.S. universities were also involved as institutions through the standard
contract agreement in feasibility studies, instinition-building, training, and
other functions. Through institutional contra.,:ts, direct hire, training and
research grants, the recruitment of teaching Staff, arid a variety of services
conducted by U.S. universities and private organizations, U.S. educational
aid programs involved American higher education quite extensively in
overseas programs. Major changes in the pattern or level of government
support for aid programs related to education would have:serious con-
sequences for the U.S. university community.

A serie.. of significant reviews of 'foreign aid were completed at- the
end of the- 1960s." One landmark was established in 1969 with the
Retort of the Commission on Internetional. DevelOpment.37 This commis-
sion sponsored by the World Bank, was headed by Sir Lester B. Pearson.
Its recommendations that the contribution to development of each of the
wealthier countries be raised to one per cent of their GNP by 1975,

with an increasing prOportion -of these. funds channeled through multi-
lateral agencies, were generally in line with the broad directions recom-
mended by many concerned with policy changes in U.S. foreign aid."

In September, 1969, President Nixon appointed a Task Force on Inter.-
national Development, chaired by Rudolph A. Peterson of the Bank of
America. The Task Force was charged with reviewing the Pearson and
other reports, consulting with_Cabinet members and key individuals con-

-cerned with development problems, and providing the White House with
comprehensive recommendations on United States assistance to the less
developed countries in the 1970s. The Task .Force reported on March 4,
1970," and recommended a larger- US. contribution (although it did not
specify one per cent of the GNP); complete separation of U.S. interna-
tional development assistance from military-seeurity piograms; increased
multilateralizarion of U.S. aid; and complete restructuring of the institu-
tional framework conducting aid -programs.



The Peterson Task Force also urged the termination of the Agency
for International Development and the creation of several new instru-
mentalities: a U.S. International Development Bank to be responsible
for making capital and related technical assistance loans in selected coun-
tries; an Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC), already, au-
thorized by Congress, "to mobilize and facilitate the participation-Of U.S.
private capital and business skills in international development"; and of
special importance to the academic cnnununity, a U.S_International Devel-.-opmenc Institute

to seek new breakthroughs in the application of science and technology to re-
sources and processes critical to the developing nations. The Institute would
concentrate on research, training, population problems, and social and civic
development. It would w6rk largely through private organizations and would
rely on highly skilled sci:mrnic and professional personnel. It would seek to
multiply this corps of U.S. talent and experience by supporting local training
and research institutions. The Institute would be managed by a full-thne direc-
tor and a mixed public;private board of trustees.40

The Task Force proposed a U.S. sInternational,Development Council
to "assure that international development receives greater emphasis in
U.S. trade, investment, financial, agricultural and export-promotion _pol-
icies." The chairman of the Council was to function under the broad for-
eign policy guidance of the Secretary of State, but would be Incated at
the White House.,

Maximum initiative was to be left in the hands of the less developed
countries, the U.S. financial contribution level was to rise, the, U.S. role
was to be supportive, and as internationalized is possible, and the num-
ber of AID-type personnel overseas was to be significantly reduced. Al-
though it may prove difficult to separate technical.frãm economic assistance
in practice, we think the overall approach proposed by 'the Peterson group
is sound and in keeping with the changing world scene:

President Nixon was clearly in favor of the general thrust of the
Peterson recommendations, as witnessed by the tenor of his message to
Congress of September 15, 1970, proposing a _major transformation in
foreign assistance programs. On April 21, 1971, the long-awaited legisla-
tion on foreign aid emerged from the White House and consisted of two
proposed bills, the International Security Assistance Act and the Inter-
national Development and Humanitarian Assistance Act. President Nixon
asserted that taken together, these bills would:

Distinguish dearly between our security, development and humanitarian as-
sistance programs and create separate organizational structures for each. This
would enable us to define our own objectives more clearly, fix responsibility for
each program, arid asseis the prowess of each in meeting its particular ob-
yet-rives.

Combine our various security astlstance efforts (except for tbose in South-
t.ast Asia which are now funded in the Defense Budget) into one coherent
program, under the poliCy direction of the Department of Stste. This would
enable security asSistance to pLay-more effectively irs critical role in 'support-
ing the Nixon Docuine and overall U.S. national security and foreign policy
in the 1970's.



7Create a U.S.. International Development Corporation and a U.S. Interna-
tional Development Institute, to replace the Agency for International Develop-
ment:11 They would enable us to reform our bilateral development assistance
program to meet the changed conditions of the 1970s,
Provide adequate funding for these new programs to support essential
foreign policy objectives in the year abead.42

With specific reference to the U.S. International Development Insti-
tute, the instrumentality of primary interest to the U.S. academic commu-
nity, the President's message clearly underlined a shift in the center of
initiative in the direction of the less developed countries, thus emphasizing
a changed modality in the ,bilateral aid partnership:

The new IDI would administer a reformed bilateral technical assistance pro-
gram and enable us to focus U.S. scientific, tethnological and managerial know-
how on the problems of development.

The Institute would engage in four major types of activities:
It would apply Ili& research competence in the physical and social-sciences
to the critical problems of development, and help raise the research competence
of the lower income countries themselves. -

--It would help build institutions in the lower income countries to improve
their own reStarch capabilities and to carry out a full range of developmental
functions on a self-sustaining basis. I would expect it to placeparticular empha-
sis on strengthening agricultural and educational institutions.
It would help train manpower in the lower income con tries to enable
them to carry out new activities on their own.
It would help lower income countries, particularly the least tleveloped among
them, to finance advisers on'developmental problems.
Like the Corporation (U.S. International Development CorPoration), the In-
stitute would finance projects in response to proposals made, by the lower in-
come countries themselves. It would not budget funds in advance by country,
since it could not know in advance hew many acceptable /projects would be
proposed by each. It would look to these countries to select candidates to be
trained under its program jts research aerivities would be lOcated in the lower
income countries, rather than in the United States, to the.greatest extent fea-
sible.. With its stress on institution building, it would seek' to ensure that each
program could be carried on after U.S. assistance is ended. I

Most importantly, the Institute would seek to assure that all projects which
it helps finance are considered essential by the lower income country itselL
To do so, the institute Would require that the recipient; country make a sig .
nificant contribution to each aS evidence that it attaches high priority to the
project and is prepared to support it financially after U.S. assistance ends. We
would finance a project for only a definite and limited Period of time, and
would want assurance that the host thuntry would then carry it on. In the past,
all tab many.technical assistance projects have been undertaken which were of
more interest to Americans than to the recipient countries, and hid_little or
no lasting impact. Our new program is designed to ensure that this does 'not
happen in the future.43
The full implications of these changes for t* scholarly and university

community are quite profound and remain insufficiently realize& With
respect to congtessional approval of the new legislation, the proposed hills
were destined for intense debate in late 1971 and early 1972, and indeed
the very existence of AID was in jebpardy.
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The foreign aid constituency was probably at its weakest in 1971, as
a result of the recession, the press of domestic priorities, and the complex-
ities surrounding-US. disengagement from Indochina, The lack of appar-
ent enthusiasm for the new Nixon foreign aid reflected much more these
factors than support for the existing AID structure and its processes. Most
well-informed Americans approved the new emphasis on functional
capabilities and on the initiative and commitment of the less developed
conntries themselves_ To translate this program into a three to five billion
dollar commitment and to funnel much of it through multilateral channels,
however, required concerted efforts and enormous consensus-building_

As Samuel P. Huntington persuasively points out, the most effective
way to reform aid policies might be to focus on the goals of aid, shifting
attention from politically 'negative connotations to ends more likely to
have a positive appeal. The effort to develop a general constituency: for
foreign aid would cease, and special constituencies would be developed
,for particular foreign aid purposes. In Huntington's words:

Excerk for these who oppose all forms of 'foreign aid' no matter what purpose
it serves; little reason exists to talk about foreign aid es an end in itself. The
discussion of policy should be terms of; first, the desirability and importance
of the goals which may be served, by foreign aid, and, then, the relative effec-
,tiveness of aid as against other means for achieving those gloals. Given the
Multifarious purposes to which aid pay contribute, a 'foreign aid act and
a 'foreign aid agency' are clearly anachronisms. Current aid programs need
to be disaggregated in terms of thek puses and new programs inaugurated
to reflect emerging U.S. interests in globai,rnainrentkice.,14
Huntington identifies four goals of aid,: (1) enhancement of the mili-

tary seatrity of selected countrieS; (2) encoutagement of the economic
development of the Third World in-general; (3) promotion of the eco-
numic development of selected countrl, 3 as one element of overall U.S.

-foreign policy °toward those countries; and,. (4) encouragement of the
emergence of pluralistic societic.c...

.Tlie international studies community should play a majOr and 'respon-
sible role in the process of public education with respect to foreign aid
and in refining the role of U.S. scholarship and educational. institutions.
The twin objectives remain those of asSisting developing countries while
enriching the U.S. educational experience. These objectives are far from
incompatible, and yet the mutual points of -reinforcernent and reciprocity
have nor alWays. been. Sufficiently explored,--and exploited.

,The US. University coMmunity and-AID were aware of the need to
take a hard look at their relationship, and in 1970 a series of meetings
resulted in a significant agreement,45 prepared by a Joint Committee of the
National Association of State Universities and land Grant Colleges and
the 'Agency for Internatimal Development: The three broad .conelusions
reached by the:Committee were:

1 irst, the universities and the ps. Government share a strong interest in
improving their Understanding of the developing world and in cooperation
between American and fontign institutes of learning Second; the universities
arid. AID can each serve their own interests througli collaboration dn suitable
devel6PMent activities. Third, the development field is rich in opportunities
for the pursuit of a great variety of academic career specialties. All three



of these conclusions are founded upon a recIprocity of interests, and all tia.ce
.will become increasingly important.46

The understandings are most significant for thetture, since they
stress long-term funding and such important conditions 'for 'oint AID-
universities -bperations as:

(I ) a proper matching of the university and the overseas activity;
(2) incorporation of fuller joint planning;
(3) incorporation of improved program evaluation and feedback;
(4) ensuring flexible -implementation authority;
(5) ensuring effective management by the universities;
(6) attracting qualified personnel;
(7) strengthening the ability of American universities to, support over-
seas project activity;
(8) enhancing the capacity of host institutions to induce and sustai
changes in the host country.

It was agreed that AID would experiment .with a few projects em-
bodying not only these broad principles but the detailed criteria later'
evolved through the new International Development Agreement. In late
1971, six such projects, largely in the field of agriculture, were under
way involving AID, U.S. universities, and host countries.

On broader levels, -the congressional actions wWch will probably
be taken in 1972 with respect to the finure objectives, patterns, and in-
strumentalities for U.S. foreign aid will be of enormous import to the
US. international studies community: It is not certain that the proposed
Nixon legislation will be authorized by Congress, with or without sub-
stantial modification, and equally uncertain is the level of funding tO be
subsequently appropriated for the various agencies. The pressures men-
tioned earlier tend to militate against generous foreign aid appropriations.

Summary Recommendations
(1) The U.S: international studies comMunity is insufficiently mindful
of ,the xssential role:it can play in relation to world-wide problems Of
development. One area where this community should exercise special
reiponsibility, because -of its expertise and status, is in public education
on US. qthligations and opportunities in international development

It is recommended that the international studies community (a) sup-
. port efforts to insulate long-term educational relations overteas from the

daily ductuations of foreign policy, and separate military security aid
from development assistance; (b) support- efforts to increase the multi-
lateralization of US. aid and to view bilateral aid as supportive, with
the major responsibility left to the eeveloping country- to identify its own
priorities aqd organize its own,resoUrces; and (c) support efforts to raise
U.S. development aid to one-per cent of P-NT as soon as practicable.

(2) The present fragmentation of the U.S. international studies sr:im-
munity impedes the rich contribution which the U.S. can mike to other
societies, as Well as to itself, in programs of education and human resource
developpaent Especially to be promoted is greater interdisciplinary col-
laboration of scholars and problem-solvers across the widest possible range



of academic fields and disciplines. Also worthy of major attention is the
illumination of points of convergence between so-called dormstic issues
and world-wide problems of education and development. The transfer-
ability and adaptation of experience and skills across national boundaries,
and the application of comparative and topical analytical approaches to
a number of significant issues can contribute greatly to bridging the
enormous gaps which now exist between training and research on the
one hand and the application of knowledge on the other.
(3) U.S. universities need to review carefully their rationalizations for
being involved institutionally in development programs overseas. Each
university or consortium needs to make certain (a) that it can justify its
involvement overseas as an integral part of the Pursuit of its general
educational goals; (b) that itS objectives are clarified to host institu-
tions as well as concerned donot_agencies; (c) that it has the commit-
ment and capability to deliver the services expected of it; and (d) that
it structures the maximum university-wide involvement and feedback.
(4) Traditional technical assistance programs need to be replaced wher-
ever possible by cooperative educational arrangements accenting reciprocity
of be-nefits and relevance to domestic priorities as well as to world-wide
problems of education and development. Experimentation with new mod-
els and relationships more snited to present realities should be stimulated.
( 5 ) U.S. universities should begin to prepare _themselves for future
relationships with irternational agencies especially since an increasing
share of developmenC aid will be funneled through multilateral channels.
(6) U.S. universities should also plan their relationship with the pro-
posed International Development Institute, especially -since the primary
initiative for identifying needs will rest with the developing countries. .

(7) U.S. imiversitief have a critical mission to train competent personnel
for service in national and international agenciesprivate or govern-
mentalconcerned with international affairs, including education and '
human resdurce development
(8) The U.S. international studies community has 1 major responsibility
to stress its research contribution to the process of modernizing socikies.
Theoretical as welt as applied rese:arch should be more vigorously pur-

,sued and supporta in ,the future.
(9) Donors and administrators concerned-with education and human
tesouice developrtt need to recognize the sp.ecial and unique contribu-
"don the international studies community can matte d. it is enconiaged- to
participate and be involvecl, in the development of consensus on major
priorities and methodologies. A continuous ani effective dialogue is
needed between U.S. policy makers and the international studies corn:
muniry with respect to U.S. objectives and patterns of educational re-,
lationships with other societies..

Iv. THE INXERNATIONA/ MOyElCIENT OF
EDUCATOAS AND STUDENTS

While the interdependence of world society ralic f cc pes
of governmental and nongovernmental institutional networks, there is also
the need for sustained and direct professional interaction between indi-
vidual educators across national boundaries. There is no quick or easy
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substinite for the professional camaraderie and mutual respect which
usually develops when mature and competent people, from diverse or
similar culrures, work together on a set of common problems.

As a principle, we need sustained efforts to build a strong network
a international scholarly and professional contacts. These cannot always
be nurtured within an institutional relationship and must be promoted
on an individual level as well. Indeed, scholars and other professionals
must be increasingly associated, in the minds of their colleagues, with
professional competence in a field and integrity as scholars and as indi-
vidual human beings, rather than with a particular institution or nation.

This section will concern itself with key issues in three selected areas:
a) U.S. research overseas, (b) U.S. teaching and consulting overseas,

and (c) the training of foreign graduate students in the United States.

(A) U.S. Research Overseas

Recent U.S. social science research activities in the less developed
countries have caused acute problems. These are by no means solved and
issues now dormant may well explode later. While some US. scholars
have been sensitized, through-painful personal experience, to a variety of
pitfalls (such as those surrounding Project Camelot),47 the range of
possible problems _:arising from US. research oVerseas is much- more
diverse. T1 otal :international studies community should be aware of
these risks.

Despite the fact that U.S. social scientists justifiably feel that more
funds should,be available for overseas research, it is paradoxically true
that there ate= already problems in different parts of the world stemming
from the sheer massiveness of the presence of U.S: social scientists. These
touch all levels, from senior and prestigious researchers down to eager
predoctoral candidates, with fellowship funds, concerned primarily with
gatherin&data for a dissertation leading to ,a degree from a-US. university.

The technical and broad Cultural complexities of field research in the
less devel6ped countries have been sufficiendy identified48 tO permit better
preparation of-US. graduate students before they plunge into the 'field.
We are concerned here' with other factors, somewhat, interrelated, which
stimulate increasing resistance in different parts of the world to the
presence of rising numbers of 'U.S. social science researchers. Klaus
Knorr,4° in a perceptive article, categorized the resistance encountered as
due to five dusters of attitudes: (-I) fear, (2) political 'hostility, (3)
cultural sensitivity, (4) the .expioitation syndrome, and (5) the satura-
tion factor. Tha classification is convenient for structuring some of the
comments below, but the issues could be described under other labels.

=The fear complex has been heightened by the Camelot Project and
the subsequent disclosure of a number of educational activities funded
direetly and indirectly by CIA or other "unclean" U.S. government money.
Anything that might resemble intelligence research is rightly_ regarded
with suspicion and creates a credibility gap between scholars of different



nations. Even private U.S. foundations found it difficult, sometimes im-
possible, to operate legitimate and locally needed educational programs
following the CIA disclosures in 1967-68. Some foundations and some
scholars were ejected; many projects had to be re-justified in relation both
to their objectives and the purity of their funding source; and individual
scholars have been hurt professionally, some irreparably.

A good example of political hostility in the 1970s is the ambivalent
attitude of many Turks toward US. educational activities there:Despite
the fact that Turkey is a NATO member and has been a traditional anti-
communist society, the current brand of Turkish nationalism is distinctly
anti-American. Students have demonstrated against the presence of an
estimated 20;000 Americans on the payroll of the U.S. military in Turkey.
The five major Turkish institutions of higher learning have been closed
repeatedly as a result of student turmoil, inclUding bur not limited to
'inn-American issues. And the famed American-sponsored Robert College
was nationalized in the fall of 1971. It is hard for an American scholar
to teach ;n Turkey, but for hirri to undertake research, especially on
sensitive topics relating to contemporary Turkish society and attitudes,
isgparticularly unwelcome.

Two very complex questions which arise with government-sponsored
Unernational studies research, merely touched on here, are (1) the
inaccessibility of such research to the wider academic community and
(2) the coordination of research among the several agencies of govern-
ment engaged in it. As to the former, there is a great need for com-
munication about research in progress, for declassification of as much in-
house governmental research as possible, and for a comprehensive and
integrated information system. As to coordination; there has been steady
improvement in the last few years in the exchange of information be-
tween government agencies and some working-level cooperation has
been achieved on a voluntary basis, thanks to the efforts of the Foreign
Area Research Coordination Group (FAR), created in 1964. The volume
of research generated by the U.S. government is not negligible. In fiscal
1970 a dozen federal agencies spent more than $20 million on contracts
and grants for foreign affairs research conducted by universities and
independent research organizations. For further coordination, President
Nixon created, in April, 1971, a Subcommittee on Foreign Affairs Research
(USC/FAR), as an interagency committee replacing FAR. It has a
secretariat in the Office of External Research and is part of the machinery
of the National Security Council; Its purpose is to respond to the increas-
ing emphasis on long-range researdi planning, more rational ordering
of , priorities, and allocation of resources and responsibilities among
agencies. Only time and evaluation will indicate to what extent USC/FAR
will succeed in achieving its objectives.

With respect to the exploitation syndrome, often referred to as
mining," the charge is .often regrettably justified. It suggests that the

primary intent of the researcher is in mining the data and then exporting
that data out of the country without leaving behind duplicates or residues
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to benefit the nationals of the country involved. At the very minimum,
each foreign scholar should associate himself with a local counterpart
or assistant who will participate in, contribute to, and benefit from the
project. We strongly endorse the pattern of collaborative research scholar-
ship promoted by the Joint Committee on Latin American Studies of the
Social Science Research Council° and the American Council of Learned
Societies. A few countries are making the entry of foreign researchers
conditional on this type of collaboration with a local scholar.

It would be highly advisable for U.S. scholars to adopt this formula
voluntarily whenever appropriate, to enrich their project through local
collaboration and thus enhance the prospects of future independent
scholarships in the area. It is equally important for the US. scholar to
structure from the beginning his "public accountability" to the society
which extended him its hospitality. Data should be shared, reasonable
services rendered (e.g., an occasional lecture or seminar on the progress
of the research or within the scholar's field bf specialization), scholarly
contacts maintained after departure from the country, including copies
of papers stemming from the field research.

Beyond these base guidelines, however, it is desirable -that topics
selected by outside researchers fit ineo the local research priorities of the
host nation. This is the reverse of the laboratory approach adopted by
those who look to a society only as a field site and have no genuine
interest in contributing to the developmental aspects of that society.

Saruration or inundation takes variou-s forms, In some small countries,
expertise in research centers or elsewhere may be very limited. Even in
some of the larger less developed countries the number of senior scholars
with competence to discuss or assist a project condUcted by external
researchers may be small indeed. Thus, the large numbers of U.S. scholars
working in the less developed countries may cause problems. Local
scholars, administrators, and government .officials, 'confronted with all
these Americans motivated by intellectually legitimate goals,' have a
limited capacity to respond evenly to their visitors or to- their inevitable
questionnaires.

An issue transcending all the foregoing concerns is that of the ethics
and integrity of the individual scholar.5° Professional competence is
essential and may be taken for granted, but j does not necessarily ,Ulow
that a scholar will conduct himself ethically in all aspects of his rela-
tions with his overseas colleagues. The recent tremors ha. social science
research, caused in part by a lack of ethics and in nart by ignorance of
the sources and conditions of funding, can be blamed on .111.-schOlars,
institutions, and donors: The intenational studies community must main-
tain the highest standards of Professional ethical crinduct. This ethical
dimension, relating to educational relations with foreign sbcietiee, must-
permeate classroom teaching as well, as research design efforts. This
admonition is by no .rneans limited to US. scholars but covers scholars
of all nationalities. -

Administratively and financially, enormous efforts are needed. to
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promote more effective patterns of research identification and collabora-
tion, to vet research objectives and to ensure freedom of inquiry ,ancl
the autonomy which . characterizes the independent scholar lu the last
analysis, however, standards of conduct for individual scholars, institu-
tions, or donor agencies must be self-imposed. The need remains great
for awareness of trends and issues and for better communication and
interaction among those concerned with international research scholar-
ship. Policing scholarly traffic and imposing sanctions is out of the
question, but the value of general guidelines is increasingly evident. We
should not wait for the next major explosion.

With respect to the responsibilities of the scholar himself, we wish
to endorse the excellent set of recormnendations prepared by the EWA
Council on Educational Cooperation with Latin America and. the Latin
Arnerican Studies Association. The first 12 recommendations of this
report51 are wOrthy of the closest scrutiny by- all concerned with the
health of international social science research:

A. RESPONSIBILITIES OF TEE SCHOLAR AND THE SPONSORING ORGANIZA-
TION

( 1) Research proposals, Whcre feasible, should be made known to local
scholars for professional opinions "on relevance to local research priorities
and adaptability to loCal condition& Feasibility is interpreted as meaning that
there is a community of national scholar& or preferably, a scholarly organiza-
tion; consultation with such an organization is preferable to that with a single
scholar. The inquiry may be made by the individual presenting the pro-

. posal, or by the sponsbriog agency, 6ht the sponsoring agency should require
such a review where feasible.

thnecessary briefings from senior scholar familiar with e local research scene.
(2) Individuals initiating research in country should include in their plans

Such advice should be sought among scholars in the host country, in reg5onal
scholarly organizations and elsewhereTjGrants should enable scholars to make
the necessary'briefing contacts.

(3) In cases wheie the inexperience of the scholar, or the complexity of the
research task so suggests, scholars should make explorarcay visits and sut
porting agencies shonld encourage them in doing so.
(4) Supporting agencies should determine what previous research the scholar
has carried out in a fore4n area, and with which institutions and specthc
scholars he. had had rematch relationships.
(5) Although it should be internationally- obvious, scholars should be dis-
couraged by mentor& colleagues or granting agencies fnxn undertaking re-
search without language abilitiei approPriate to the research task "and the pro-
posed research relationships.
(6). The international wholarly community needs to develop more rigorous
supervision of scholars-in-training. Students should, where possible, be asso-
ciated widi scholars-in-residence, either through the auspices of local institu-
tions, or under the direct supervision of a responsible experienced scholar.
No short-term. research for students should be sponsored .without`a guarantee
of responsible supervision.
(7) Supporting agencies have a responsibility tor' call constructively to a
scholar's attention aspects of his activities which may suggest failure to meet
responsibilities mentioned herein.
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(8) Supporting agencies and scholars should give special enconra&ement to
joint research and to the emergence of local clearinghouses of research to be
located in scholarly institutions. It would be advisable for sponsoring agencies
to solicit from investigators evidence of an agreement to collaborate Prior to
supporting proposals for jnint work.
B. RESPONSIBILITIES OF 11-IE SCHOL4R

(9) Scholars should offer and be willing to make themselves available to
local scholarly organizations for informal teaching, lectures and other recog-
ned modes of scholarly communication when so requested, providing that
-the activities do not seriously interfere with the central scholarly work.
(10) When the disciplinary area in which he is working is not well devel-

-oped in the host country, the foreign scholar should, where possible, incorpo-
rate within his project the training of local reseaxchers.
(11) The foreign scholar has the responsibility to communicate his findings
periodically to the local scholarly community. Long-term projects (for example,
of a year or more) should allow for interim progress reports. Upon terminat-
ing research in the country, the foreign scholar should make mre that the cur-
rent status of his research findings is available to national scholati. Such avail-
ability might typically consist of a written progress report or, where feasible,
of public discussions or other recognized forms of presentation.
(12) The scholar has a responsibility to the scholarly coMmuniry within which
he works to make sure that the findings of his investigations are available
to that community. If such is indicated by the local scholarly community, this
responsibility is not fulfilled until these results are available in the national
language and located in a center where they may receive further distribution
and be accessible to local scholars.

The involvement of some U.S. universities in intelligence-security
.,oriented overseas research projects, shrouded in secrecy as to auspices
and findings, is a grave distortion of a university and a disserviee to the
scholarly community of the U.S., as well as -that of other nations. Senior
administrative officers' and trustees of U.S. universities must satisfy them-
selvei that their institution is not involving uninformed US. or foreign
scholars in research projects damaging to the goals of the university
conlittunity. There should be no university project which does not
permit a clear statement of the research objectives (eventually to be
shared with the public) or the funding source.

,(B) Teaching and Consulting Overseas
The need for -foreign staff in some of the less developed countries,

,especially in Africa, will remain substantial in the 1970s. Conversely the
involvement of US. faculty in overseas educational settings is potentially
an excellent way _to enrich our universities and colleges. Despite the

-convergence of these two objectives, 'US, higher education IIEE not yet
taken full adiwntage of the reciprocal benefits which should accrue
through overseas experience for its academics.

It is safe to assert that placing competent faculty members from other
-commies in a university setting in a rich or in a developing country is an
-eminendy worthwhile goal, whether it involves Oxbridge facalry in U.S.
%universities or Canadian faculty in East Africa. This is a highly desirable
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and enriching practice which we hope will gain momentum. But we wish
to stress here another need, that of universities in less developed countries
(e.g., Zambia or Nigeria) for expatriate staff without which many de-

partments will literally not be able to functionat leastnot in the next
few years.

Earlier we mentioned the U.S. researcher overseas and the three
labels under which he may travel overseasas researcher, teacher, or
.consultant.52 In the less developed countries a senior U.S. researcher may
find himself being consulted as well as lecturing. A senioi U.S. professor
who teaches abroad aim-3st certainly finds himself drawn into consulting
and instirution-building. The role separation which ,can be .1L,ntained
in the U.S. fades away in a developing country environment, and this
often enmeshes faculty with no interest or competence in the additional
roles thrust upon them by their host countries.

The process of involvement in multiple roles is often gradual and
complex, with responses dictated by a mix of cultural sensitivities and
the need for help in the face of acute local shortages of resources. Yet,
the U.S. scholai who may be drawn into consulting and institution-
building overseas may never have had that experience at his home univer-
sity and may not be equipped to play that role. In short, one field problem
is the proper utilization of multiple imported competencies, which requires
greater discrimination by local leadership as well as by U.S. educators
overseas.

The need for effective matching of services needed with imported.
skills is increasingly aCcepted. As a general rule, educational iustirutions
in_the developing coumries prefer to recruit the talent which they require,
but these efforts are often frustrated by lack of supporting funds, lack
of responsive administrative services in the developing countries bdreau-
crude inflexibility, or a less than propitious climate for, evenruaf reentry
of faculty into their home society. The high 'degree of sophistitation
acquired by an ever growing intellectual and managerial elite in the
less developed countries makes ludicrous and dangerous any relationship
which smacks 6f paternalism. Local leaders want and should have con-
sultants whose sole role is advisory. They also need competent teachers
whose purpose is to teach. In some cases these rwo roles-can be mixed,
with the third role of researcher added.

If U.S. higher education is to pursue more successfully its twin goals
of meeting the critical needs of formal and nonformal education in the
less developed countries, and in that proces& enrich its own enterprise
at home, it must shift significantly its attitudes, patterns of relationships,
administrative arrangements, and funding_

U.S. faculty are presently recruited, and placed overseas through a
vasiety of instrumentalities which include: university-MD types of con-
tracts; private foundations, (e.g., Ford and Roc'7efeller); international
agencies (e.g., World Bank, UNESCO, and OECD.); direct hire perL
sonnel (AID); Fulbright programs ,and others. The fragmentation of
US. donors and program sponSorship is compounded in the field by



other programs under other national or international auspices. Whar may
have been at one time a welcome embarrassment of riches is now proving
increasingly chaotic and distressing to donors as well as to recipients.

There is an important dilemma to be faced. If U.S. universities are
to be the only source of U.S. ter:hers, in practice this limits the recruit-
ment base to the 70 universities or so which have traditionally been
the instrmnentalities for AID contracts. HoW do the more than 2,000
other U.S. institutions of higher learning contribute to and., become
enriched by faculty exposuse overseas? Faculty from liberal arcs and
community colleges should also be allcwed to make their contribution. But
a university should not hire "mercenaries" from other institutions to fill
slots in a contract overseas. How then do we recruit those scholars, across
-the pluralistic institutional landscape of U.S. higher education, who desire
to broaden their horizons through a substantial experience overseas and
are badly needed in a variety of teaching posts in less developed countries?

The burden of identifiCatiori and recruitment of U.S. personnel cannot
be left casually to overeeas universities with their ,limited resources and
poor eorrununication with- U.S. higher education. While there can be a
variety of brokers as long as arrangements actually add up to an effective
delivery system, this is unfortunately not now the case. The universiry
vimtract system does procure faCtilqr for overseas, but as suggested earlier,
encompasses only a limited number of US. universities, while the non-
univasity- private sector is terribly fragmented, nibbles at pieces of the
important overall task, and is :ncreasingly beset by dwindling financial
resources and rising bureaucratic hurdles. In short, it.cannot be said in the
early 19705 that the U.S. has mobilized the necessary resources or devised
the administrative mechanisms that could effectively ,relate US. higher
educpion to the less- developed countries for their reciprocal benefit.

The Senior Fulbright Program53 has generally been beneficial and
appreciated, but its goals and administrative and financial procedures need
review. For example, the program should certainly cater more to the
teaching needs of African education and stress reciprocal scholarly ex-
change. The-quality of Fulbrightees can be improved, if the objectives and
supporting arrangements of the program are strengthened. TheFulbright
scholar usually has s one-year appointment and is considered a visiting
lecturer 'at the host institution. What the universities in some LDCs
keep streSSing, however, is their critical need for qualified senior professors
who will spend at least two years. They also,need junior professOrs where
local younge r. faculty are in short supply..

An increasing number of Fulbrightees should go for a longer sojourn
overseas and to a mix ofi teaching and research. There should aLsp be
efforts to fit Fulbrightees into planned project approaches, possibly
through interinstinnional arrangements and preferably accenting the- re-
ciprocal value of exchange. Sadly, Fulbright funding has been curtailed
in recent years. We strongly urge irkreased allocations for the Senior
Fulbright program with the, proviso .that substantive goals and :admin-
istrative Procedures be uPdated and related closely to current neeas.
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As to recruitment of U.S. professors outside the university-institutional.
system, there are a number of hurdles to be surmounted. In Africa, for
example, topping-up54 is needed for the differential between the local
salary given an African professor and the higher level which the US.
professor needs. Donor agencies must provide these sums or else the
arrangement cannot be consummated.

AID is country- or project-oriented, and there are therefore, many
institutions of higher learning in Africa where U.S. faculty cannot be
placed with AID :ands. We do not mean to minimize the positive impact-
of AID funding where AID happens 'to, have an institutional support
commitment. But we do suggest the need for flexible funding for top--
ping-up purposes from public and private sources whicleare now limited.

One additional element to be stressed in future planning and im-
plementation of faculty placement programs is the need for-more fruitful
interaction between organizations concerned with operations and those-
which are policy-oriented. The picture is, therefore, one of a fragmented
and inadequate response to a persistent set of needs. While it is difficult
to elicit sound long-term local planning, it is certainly not possible with-
out a more coherent mobilization of U.S. resources.

Havi.ng identified in broad terms the challenge confronting American,
higher education in relating more effectively to overseas needs, and its--
own consequent enrichment, We; feel it might be useful to list briefly a
few of the needs which cnnfront ui in the area of faculty service overseas:

the need for universities involved in institutional development projects
overseas to -refine their goals and the subsequent exploitation of their
faculty members who serve overseas (e.g., structure feedback, write up
opportunity on return, outreach to undergraduates and precollegiate levels,
aed application of experience to U.S. conditions).
the need for change in U.S. colleges and universities so ttat service
overseas for a two-year period will not entail loss of fringe benefits or
promotion-
-the need for systematic recruitment in a variety of professions and
digiplines through new channels other- than the major university ,insti-
tuti6nal contralLe., a need to develop and strengthen a strategy of
recruitment from four-year and two-year colleges and outside AID-
selected universities.
the need for careful screening of motivation and professional compe-
tence as well as sensitive cross-cultural orientation before immersion in
a foreign culture.
the need for flexible topping-up of funds from U.S. governMental
sources, and a need for long-term funding and lead time for recrtt-
mem.
the need for major rethinking of the Senior frulbright progra to meet
more realistically -the needs of the less developed countries.
the need for weater interaction between American higl;ter education . and
international agencies which fricreasingly:renuire the services of appro.
priate faculty members across national boundaries.

the need. to ensure that the primary loyalty of a U.S. professor teaching-
overseas- is to his,host institution. .,--the need for more flexibility on the part ;3f donors and recipients to
enable interested U.S. faculty members to combine teaching and research.
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the need far parity in the salary and benefits offered U.S. factilty of
comparable ialioriry but aerving under different auspices.

the need to assist a US. teachir overseas in maintaining contact with
developments in his profession and in reentry to the U.S. scene without
penalty for having been away from the traditional promotion ladder.
the need for U.S. donor's, recipients, and brokers to develop greater
coherence in relating to the educational development priorities of LDCs
and in planning U.S. faculty service overseas.
--the need for U.S. donors, public and private, to promote increasal
collaboration with other donors and international agencies relating to
the needs of the LOCs.

Our conviction expressed earlier, is that through teaching, research, and
consulting overseas, the U.S. international studies community has enorrttnus
opportunities and responsibilities. The refinement of goals, the adjustment.
of the required transnational machinery, and the policy and financial sup-
port which are needed to undergird these efforts should command the
attention of scholars, administrators, donors and service agencies.

(C) Foreign Graduate Students in the United States

A university in these tithes can only be considered a true university if its
students and faculty are aware of the complex and manifold nature of the
world and its peoples. The universities must, therefore, accept and welcome a
commitment to this international frame of reference, and they must do so con-
sciously as a means of realizing their fullest potential. They must accept the
view that their students and faculty are not limited only to their country or
region but belong to the whore world. It is only when theY accept this inter-
national commitment, with all of in implications, that they can achieve the
third and perhaps most important role of a university, which is the ability
to serve the worldwide community,55

It is disconcerting, as we enter the 1970s that, despite our intensive
involvement and experience with foreign students, we face more critical
policy issues in this field than many care to admit." On the whole the
US. record has been good. We have trained millions and we tw.Ve extended
our friendship and home hoipitality freely: Hundreds of agencies, national
and regional, and countless private individuals have joined inf an effort
to make the total foreign student experience in the United States positivev
and Ineanfagfut Yet pressing questions aie now being asked." Inevitably,
the urgency of iare-ot, these questions comes from the Crisis besetcing
our own values and institutions and the changing nature of our relations
with the rest of the world.

These comments fkus on the more than 65,000 foreign graduate
students in residence in U.S. univ;ersities during the academic year 1970-71.
This foreign graduate student "industrr has reached a cost,- visible and
invisible, of about one-half billion dollars a year. The social and doss-
cultural impact of such an industry is gigantic at borne,and abroad and
defies iccurate measurement Surely there is value in any attempt to
maximize the positive contribution of this industry and to alleviate some
of its negative repercussions. It is naive to dismiss the foreign graduate
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student traffic by simply asserting "the more, the betterr It is equally
negligent to take a laissez-faire position that "more and more will come
anyway, so why worry about ir?" Those who make such facile comments
must be challenged on the assumptions they inevitably make and the issues
which they seem to prefer to avoid. We very much hope that we are
providing the best possible training, that More will be able to come, and
that our institutions will be able to admit them. But are we sure that
this is the case, and are we sure that we are adtuitting the right kind
of student, for the right reasons, at the right level, at the right institution
for the right kind of training?

NEED FOR INSTITUTIONAL RATIONALE

Strange hs it may seeM, most U.S. institutions 'of higher learning do
not have a clear rationale for the admission and training of foreign

, graduate studentsor -at least one integrated into overall institutional
planning. When that rationale is missing or outdated, one finds the
foreign student component left to fragmented intemsts on campus, with-
out rop policy support or genuine institutional commitment. In the absence
of careful planning, decision-making for admission is divided among ad-
mission officers, departments, and other elements within the administrative
structuie. The quality and number of students admitted necessarily reflects
the uneven character of this process.

The basic questions univefsities should be asking themselves, and
should be able. to respond to with confidence, are: (1) Why should
foreign students be admitted? Is this an integral part of the planned
international role of the university? (2) What are the criteria for ad-
mission? Specifically, what attention should be paid to (a) quality, socio-
economic .a nd linguistic background, (b) numbers, (c) areas of study,_
(d) financial assistance and (e) developinent priorities in their home
countries? (3) Precisely Where and what should the decision-making
process be within the university? (4) 'What assessment should there be
to measure the extent 'tif) which- the expectations of the foreign students
and of the institution were fulfilled?

A U.S. national policy for the admission and training of foreign
students may be quite impractical and perhaps impossible. But the clari-
fication of the policies of individual institutions is both feasible and vital,
and Must be part of the overall planning process of the university, of
concern to the president of the institution and to its board, of Anistees:
Increasingly, pressures from state legislatures: and other quarters will
escalate these issues to the top policy level, where they should have been
examined in, the first place. Only through clearly formulated institutional
policisLbased on reliable information, relevant needs, and opportunities
at Ipriae and ibroadcan a stronger U.S. national performance be achieved
in relation to the foreign-graduate student. Only such sound institutional
poliCies will encourage funding agencies, both public and private, as well
as a host of service agencies concerne' vith foreign students, to support
the national effort which this sensitive field richly deserves.
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2. THE CURRICULUM

A :recurrent theme in the training of foreign students is that of
changing the curriculum. The subject creates immediate opposition on
he part of those who assume that any such change would result in a

two-track system of education, one for American and another for foreign
students. This is not proPosed here and would indeed be unfortunate.
Equally regrettable, however, is the attitude of those wha overlook
needed changes and innovations in the curriculum, especially since change
could be simultaneously beneficial to American and foreign students alike.

The internationalization of the curriculum is a mission to which
we need to dedicate ourselves, not/because we are training foreiga
students but because a quality curricrilum is absolutely essential to
students of 01 nationalities to enable theth to cope with the realities of
an interdependent world. Universa.lizing the curriculum requires expert
attention, field by field. An engiii-eering educator or a social scientist
will not contribute much to the universalization of his specialty unless
he makes a systematic attempt to include in his teaching and researai

mparative experience drawn from a variety of other cultures.
Infusion, comparative approaches, area study concentrations, and other

such terms merely describe the variety of ways available to universalize
the educational process. Our effortS to do this on a discipline-by-discipline:
basis have been insufficient, and we need renewed commitment, planning,
and incentives. It may be fortunate that the existing pressures for change
are in the direction of "relevance" and of "practical implications." This
will tend to bring the U.S. currkulum closer to some of the needs of
foreign students from the LDCs. There is ample room for ;nnovnion in
a flexible curriculum. Many of our so-called domestic issues 1i,
overseas and.could be profitably approached on a comparative inu mational
basis. The range of existing possibilities 'to stimulate appropriate field eX-
pdiences and research projects for foreign and American students alike
has scarcely been ,tapped. We draw particular attention to three of the
recommendations endorsed by a group which focused on the experience Of

Latin American engineering srudents in U.S. universities:

Recommendatio 8 ,

To the extent possible, the curricula of U.S. engfneering schools should be
oriented to the needs of developing societies. la order to accomplish this,
data on the employment patterns and indiastrial needs of particular regions
will have to be collected and analyzed, Alumni -should.he utilized as a source
of such information.

Recommendation 11

At the graduate level a special effort must.be made to encounige smdents to
.ndopt thesis topics and research projects which rela.te to specific problems
encountered in the developing nations. Latin American institutions should be
invited to communicate their research interests and plans to US colleges and
universities sb that -thesis acfvisers coUld be made aware of these undertakings
in the counseling of Latin American students.
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Re:riot-pm-et:dation Z 6

U.S. engineering schools hould view overseas alumni and professional asso-
ciations as channels for colnmunication with returned graduates. Through these
organizations, educational planners in this country can monitor and evaluate
the experience of returnees and in the process obtain, valuable feedback on the
quality and the relevance of U.S. professional study and practical training
programs.5$

3. FOREIGN STUDENT TRAINING AS A FACET OF DEVELOPMENT

Our approaches to foreign students at the admission and training
phases _seem uncoordinated and disparate. At one end of the spectrum

-are th-Cise who believe in absolute freedom of movement of young scholars,
unfettered by other cpnsiderations; at the other end, those obsessed by
the imperative need to relate every step in the process to the manpower
priorities in the country of origin. Our overall pattern of fellowship sup-
port seems to corrobolate this dichotomy and sharpens the division.
Different agencies of government tend to reflect these different approaches,
and the impression is created that our fellowship policies are working
at cross purposes, that U.S. governmental programs are not only unclear
but perhaps whimsical.

Surely, this should not be an either/or propoSition. There must be
room in our society for the further training of a gifted young poet from
a less developed country where poetry is not a high-level manpower
priority. Not all investment in training need be tied strictly to develop-
:nent priorities; but neither can the latter be blatantly ignored and
regarded as a narrow AID obsession." The options between the two
extremes are plentiful and inSufficiendy exercised. BLIC we need reliable
and up-toLdate information centers overseas qualified to interpret the
real capabilities of U.S. insticutions----more specifically, which institution
and at what levelto fulfill the expectations of the prospective foreign
student. There is also an understandable lack of information on the part
of the aVerage admissions officer or department head in a U.S. institution
on up-to-dare development priorities overseas.

The foreign student is 'probably the richest mine in the long-term
development process. About half of our foreign graduate students have
been self-supporting or have the- assistance of their governments. No
more than 10 per cent are u.,cler U.S. government sponsorship. Ir-
respective of auspices, we cannot afford to overlook the developmental
needs of their countries of origin. US. contributions, And other national
or multinational investments in educational development overseas, are of
such magninide, and the need continues to be so acute that we cannot
concern ourselves exclusively with those foreign students whom we assist
financially. We must give serious attention to more effective recapture
systems fori institutions and countries interested in the return of their
nationals studying or Working-abroad. We must be concerned nor with
rigid migration controls but with the encouragement of more attractive
working conditions and the creation of appropriate incentives in the
societies where the process of selection and admission for study in the
United States started in the first place."
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4. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION AND PROBLEM-SOLVING

The core of our concern is the process we should adopt to tackle the
issues involved in the foreign student field as well as in MOSE areas of
international education. We cannot Eontinue unilaterally to identify and
solve-Problems relating to the selection, admission, and training of foreign
graduate students. We need more information, more policy planning, and
more consultation overseas. We are not as sensitive as we should be to
the full dimensions of such problems as they are perceived by our col-
leagues overseas. The selection and training of foreign graduate students
is a= key area demanding more ,enlightened and sustained joint consulca- -
don and problem-solving.1

The policies of foundations and US. governMent agencies will be
sounder if they can be based on a more coherent U.S. university rationale
relating to the training of foreign graduate studenta rationale buttressed
by up-to-date informatiorit sensitivity to edtieutional trends overseas, and .
a genuine collabdration with colleagues abroa.d in identifying and resolv-
ing issues. It:is obvious ;that while each' university must formulate and
implement its own policies, no university has all the resources, communica-
tion linkages, and au-rent national and international information needesi.
It is here that the suPporting services-and resotirces of private organiza- ,
dons and government agencies must be put-more fullyat the disposal of
U.S. universities: Much closer collaboration and support in 'the United
States among the public and private sectors is needal. Above all; we call
for a more sustained dialogue with appropria.te leaders overseas ancl for
follaw-Up programs to relate U.S. higher education more significantly to
world-wide problem- of education and development.

Summary of Conclusions and Recommendations
(A) U.S. RESEARCH OVERSEAS

( 1 ) U.S. scholars, universities, and donors have major- responsibilities
to each other, as well as to the larger international scholarly community,
in the professional conceptualliation, funding, and ethical conduct at
international studics researchparticularly in the less developed countries.

12) There is a necd to promote the internationalization of US. social
science research through increased international collaboration and funding.

(3) There is a need to promote communication and clearinghouse ar-
rangements within she U.S., as well as on a world scale, relating to inter-
national social science research.
(4) The strengthening or creatIon of social science data banks in the
less developed countries should be promoted and merits the cooperative
attention of scholars from different societies, including local scholars.

(B) TEACHING AND CONSULTING OVERSEAS

(1) American higher education must undergo a siguificanc shift in at-
ritucks, patterns of relationships, administrative -arrangements, and fund-
ing if it is to pursue successfully the twin objectives of meeting the
critical educational needs of the LOCs and of enriching in the process its
own enterprise at home.
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(2) Multiple means for recruiting U.S. teachers and consultants need
to exist, through uni, -sity contracts as well as other channels. It is essen-
tial to involve suirabk faculty members dr Dughout the wide spectrum of
U.S. educational institutions.
(3) Greater interaction is needed between policy-oriented agencies and
operational agencies concerned with relating the educational sources
of the United States to the needs of the LDCs.
(4) U.S. programs supporting recruitment of faculty for service overseas
need careful review, more-flexible funding, more reciprocity, and more
planning and continuity. Also needed are systematic efforts to improve
the climate for recruitment, to ensure loyalty of faculty to host institutions,
and to cl,-,a1 with reentry problems.,
(5) There should be experimentation and flexibility in cumbining some
of the functions (teac!iing, research, consulting) to be PerfotTried by
qualified U.S. educators overseas.
(6) Also needed is the adjustment of U.S. higher education to the
patterns of international auspices and financing which will characterize
the 1970s as the LDCs.asserrPrimary control over the ordering of their
resources and priorities. a'

( C) FOREIGN GRADUATE STUDENTS IN' THE UNITED STATES
) Uniyersities need to assess carefully their goals and procedures in

selecting,'admitting, and _training foreign graduate students.
(2) Profes'sional and disciplinary departments nc-ri to concern :them-
selves with the substantive adequacy of the curriculum for the foreign
graduate student.
(3) On a national Basis, the United- Seates needs to exhibh 'a fuller
appreciation and implementation_ of the.training of foreign graduate stu-
dents in'relation lo the develoPMent process.
(4) There is a need to promote a sustained dialogue between the public
and private sectors with regard to foreign graduate students in the United'
States. National policies, fragmented or otherwise, neei review. The
understanding of state legislatures needs to be ctiltivated.
(5) There is a critical need to promote joint-problem identification- and
problem-solving with colleagues from ovc .seas. A genuine degree of
reciprocity needs to be ettablished.

V. THE CHALLENGE
It is clear that the U.S. international studies community needs to

internationalize itself. The problems being faced call for a recasting of
the predominantly domestic or bilateral frame of reference into a genuinely
multinational approach. The fast,changing world environnieur and the
global significance of' many domestic issues make this imper-itive. The
future viability of U.S: international studies lies in being related meaning;
fully to training; reseorch, and public service functions on issues of world
significance. Our resources and potential are enormous, despite the financial
stringency afflicting the field. We need a recasting of overall perspectiVes
and goals, and a conse--sent review and refinement of strategies, proCesses,
and instruipentalities. .Only then will U.S. international studies, as an
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integral part of world educational resources, command the respect and
financing needed for the task. The preceding chapter- we hope have
illustrated the natUre of the challenge. A few themes might now be
usefully commented on.
Reconstituting the International Studies Community

Any implication that the international studies community was cohesive
but became fragmented because of adverse circumstances is in error. There
has been very little interaction in the past between the subfields of inter-
national studies or between the professional fields and the graduate social
sciences and humanities. There never was a spokesman for .the interna-
tional _studies community, and the constituency which that community
aimed to serve remained fluid and diverse. Even the sparse leadership of
the international studies field has been enormously diluted by the multitude
of institutions, scholarly groups, and other organizations laying claim to
a portion of the field.

Until a few years ago, the American Council on Education had an
International Commission with only limited resources and little relation-
ship to the scholarly community. Education and World Affairs, created in
1962, played a very useful role through policy studies and other services
in strengthening international education in the United States, but unlike
ACE it never had a constituency and its U.S. emphasis was inevitably
diluted through its conversion in 1970 into an international private agency.
The Institute for International Education, over 50 years old, remains the
major national instrument for international education exchange. It does

'not deal with other facets of-international education, which are numerous
and complex; further, it is operational rather than study and policy
()dente& An extendad list of national organizations concerned with one
aspect or andther of international education on a geographic or functional
basis only confirms a picture of excessive pluralism and diversification.

The same can be said, and understandably so, of a great many scholarly
associations which tend to splinter rather than to merge or establish
liaison and communication. Thus, despite the long existence of the Social
Science Research Council and the American Council of Learned Societies,
a number of scholarly associations concerned with area studies or develop-
ment have) emerged. Recently several area studies associations have
begun to compare notes, but the disciplinarians, the comparativists, the
developers have no sustained communication and interaCtion except per-
haps under the hospitable but limited urbrella of such organiaations as
the InternatiOnal Studies Association or the Society for International
Develepment. Also, U.S. universities fail to present a cohesive,point of
view and- tend to speak through their individual presideats or through
an array of associations with varying interests (e.g.; the National Associa-
tion of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges, the American Asso-
ciation of Universities, and the American Council on Education).

Similarly, private foundations have their own program perspectives
and priorities. These generate activities which do not necessarily reinforce
each other and which often reflect the desire, of a foundation to make
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irs "unique- contribution or to alleviate a particuhrly difficult problem.
In short, there is no single spokesman for the U.S. international

studies, community and it is probably not desirable to have such an
instinnional or individual czar a international education_ What can be
aspired to, however, is greater communication 'and interaction between
existing groups and the gradual evolution of a "broad consensus base.
Such efforts should allow for:

(a) conceptual reviews of the future content and direction of each of
the subfields of international education, and
(b) the inclusion in the new International studies _community of a
variety Of profess;onal and scholarly interests not now part of the tradi-
tional family (eg., interests which relate to urban studies, eCology, race
relations, and a variety of other world problems)_
The fragmentation of US., government responsibility is even more

dramatic. Nine different agenciesel .seem to- have primary responsibility
for international educ).tion programs, and about 25 'Other agencies have
ancillary involvements. This fracturing iS worsened by inadequate com-
munication and interaction between these agencies.. Interagency liaison
committees have-limited value, and coordinating committees are effective
only if the leadership is capable of eliminating vested interests and
implementing a clear and forceful, policy through a -multiplicity of
complementary channels. For a complex of teasons, an overall, well inte-
grated and executed international educational policy has not been the
pattern in recent years. This is especially wasteful in a rime of very
limited financial resources for international education.
Public-Private Sector Relations

The pia-tire we have shown is that of 6xcessive plutalisM the
pris ate sector and division of responsibilities among US. government
agencies concerned with international- education programs. It is therefore
not surprising that the private and public sectors have_ found it hard
to conduct fruitful dialogue. It is also not surprising to find that the
1960s were replete with quests to define generalized goals- for the
private sector and attempts to effeir -liaison, or to cdordiriate scattered
responsibilities, among an array of US_ government agencies;

One theme that emerged repeatedly in the policy stUdies of the 1960s ,
was ,the need for ,quasi-public agencies' to act as the responsible brokers
between the government and the academic community. Such agencies would
establish policies, prioritieS, and al- propriatc channels for the disbursement
of funds, and in some cases conduct basic and apPliect research. The need
for these ..iiistnimentalities serving the public agencies aid the private
sector was dramatized by the disclosures in 1966-67 of CIA funding of

xertain international .education activities. Recolumendations ranged all
the way from the creation . of a National InStitute for Education and
Technical Cooperation (NIETC)," as a semiautonomous government in-
stitute, to the Center for Educational Cooperation, which was to have-
been set up :within HEW, with a certain degree of autonomy, had the
International Education Act of 1966 been funded. Precedents set by the-
National Science Foundation, the National Academy of Sciences, the-
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Smithsonian Institution, and the National Endowment for the Humanities
might suggest useful patterns for such a new agency.

It is to be hoped that a new locus of responsibility for U.S. govern`Ment
,

rnational education programs will facilitate better.. coordination and
will be insulated from the fluctuations of U.S. foreign' policy. This sug .
gests that HEW, or a separate agency in which the international studies
community is well represented, might be a logical candidate. It is im.
portant that there not be an artificial separadon between our domestic and
overseas international efforts. For example, the separate existence of an
Iftstitute of International Studies within HEW, of extensive educational
exchange programs within the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Af-
fairs of the Department of State, a.m.., of s:ubstantiaLdevelopment research
and educational develor oaent cooperalion- within the International DC-
veloprnent Institute (urged by che White House) is tolerable; but lack
of communication and inte action between these agencies must not be
allowed.

Optimally, of course, different agencies of government should de-ive
their goals and consequent programs from an overall internatibnal ed, ca-
tion policy f-yrnaulated by public officers and congressional commitrees
Which have engaged widely in interchange with educators as well as with
such other significant sectors of U.S. society as the business community
and the-media.

In turn, however, the international studies community needs to reorder
its own priorities and inject the flexibility and reform which U.S. higher
education needs. This il, essential to any dialogue with government and
other sectors of U.S. society seeking more meaningful content. The
nature of the international tudies community, as illustrated earlier, 'makes
it unrealistic and unwise to expect it-to come up with a grand design
for the reordering of nation prioritieS. Nor is it practical to think in
terms of one fixed .design suitable for the 1970s, another for the 1980s,
and So on. More to the point would be a continuous series of refinement;
of goals, strategies, and programs adjusting to a continuously changing
environment. This requires a sustained effort at assessment, communica,
don, and policy interaction, with the burden assumed- by all leadership
levels, including teachers or institutions in a position to innovate.

Creative changes can be generatid by individual scholars: and bold
institutional leadership, as, well as by judicious funding based on new
ideas and existing expertise. Funding should not be limited, however, to
trail-blazing irmovations, and it would indeed be tragic to allow the
current Momentum generated in international studies to die. It is vital
that all promising °points of growthprograms and individualsbe
uncoturaged. It is also esseniial that certain programs be maintained even
if they do not fit die innovvive rubric. kmay be asserted simply and
confidently that in such a large and complex industry as higher eduattion
there will alwayi be programs which need to be maintained even if they -
have been in existence for a decade or two. The tests shoUld relate to
essentiality and quality rather than to newnesi versus tradition.
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The Private Nongoyernmental Organization Sector
The landscape is dotted with private nongovernmental organizations

which perform services of one kind or another in international education.
Counting nonprofit educational service institutionsbur excluding col-
leges, universities, and the numerous scholarly and professional associa-
tionsadds up to over 100 US. organizations which operate partly or
wholly in the international education- arena. They include such older
agencies as the Institute of International Education (founded ,in 1919)
and the Experiment in International Living (1932), and those of later
vintage,. such as the National Association for Foreign Students Affairs
(1948), the American Friends of the Middle East (1951),. the Africah-,
American Institute (1.953), and the Center for War/Peace Studies
(1966). The services rendered range from administrative and logistic
support of theinternational movement of students and scholars to technical
assistance, language training, orientation, and curriculum refOina programs.

This international education .organizational subculture is set 'in the,
midst of an even larger group of voluntary local, regional, and national
agencies which promote hospitality, an appreciation of cross-cultural ex-
posure, and international understanding broadly defined. These groups are
a boon to the effective and person2lized conduct 1 U.S. educational
relations with other countries, and are particularly helpful in implement-
ing naany progxams which would otherwise lid c to be operated directly
by US. government agencies, foundations, and universities. Yet; the
private nongovernmental organization sector is deeply in trouble. The
proximate reason is financial, bu'r there are deeper problems which need
to be noted.
ROLES AND SERVICES

Functionally, the aggregate efforts of existing agencies show overlap
as well as gaps, resulting in unnecessary wastage and duplication. In times
of relative abundance the problem was repeatedly examined but never
solved. Now that the financial squerze is acute, it is reasonable to explore
how the services could be more effectively discharged by fewer organiza-
tions, which would be adequately financed and could attract _able leader-
ship and staff. A certain degree of pluralism is .part of chi. U.S. way of
life, and a little competition is not bad, especially in the educational
services .field. Our view of tolerable U.S. pluralism, however, is seen as
chaos by many educa.:ors and public officials overseas whb have to deal
imultaneously with dozens of representatives of different public and

private agencies whose functions -are overlapping and competitive. An
ever more confusing situation faces our overseas, colleagues when the
competition is between programs funded by different U.S. government

'agencies.
Earlier, an attempt was made to show that the modalities in educa-

tional relatiOnships between the United States and other countries deeded
basic changes to harmOnize with the realities of the-1970s. The nongovern-
mental sector, therefore, also needs a major revieW of its goals and pro-.



grams if it is to function effectively as an intermediary berweed govern-
ment agencies, foundations, and universities on the one hand and oversea,
ocieties on the other. The institutional or piogram mechanisms -which

functioned well in the 1960s are not suitable for the 1970s. .The dis-
closures. of CIA involvem&nt in certain educational activities dearly
underscored the need for a systematic review of the overall needs and
'a maeching of these needs with the capabilities of existing organizations.
Organizations are ritturally prone to accept any task helpful to self-
perPetuationthere seems to be a natural law of organizational survival,
to Which there are few exceptions. Sometimes organizations pass away
through finanCial dpbility, especially if they happen to be dependelA
solely on orie or two fundingl sources. But occasional attrition does not
necessarily mean -that the overall field has k.een reviewed, reordered, and
strengthened? in short, there exisis a biticql need for a review of the over-
all serviceS which U.S. private nongovernmental organizations nded to
raider in the 1970s and a consequerit strengthening, modification, or
phasing out of .existing asencies.

The foregoing proposition is further strengthened by the need to
plan systematically the nature and function, of the supportive administra-
tive services which US. higher educatioia requires in overseas settings.
It is probably in the interest of U.S. universities to farm out as much
as- possible to service agencies, in the United States as well as overseas,
functions Avhich do -not necessarily have to be performed by the uni-
versities themselves. It is also relevant to suggest that in overseas societies
a service base led by local sta.ff or under internaional auspices should
be favored over an agency, which is a mere extehsion of U.S. higher
educafion.

-

FINANCIAL SUPPO.IIT
The immediate crisis in the nongovernmental/ organietion sector,

however, is financial. The'overall cut in international education programs
has meant fewer grants and contracts, private foundati.ons find it
very difficult to reconcile repeated graht renewals to NGOs with pioneer-
ing for change. The business community has made many contributions to
a variety of private educational service organiznions but shese have been
far from sufficient to create a climate of solvency or reasonable sectxity..
The U.S. government has very little tradition in making grants to. the
NGO sector, and Present relationships ar&- largely contractual, with
extensive negotiation about the level of overhead to be Teceived. Each
governmenragency contracts with an individual organization for a certain-
set of sei.7ices at a certain cost plus limited overhead. 'The long-rerm
programmatic and financial viability of the organization has not been the
concern of government agencies.

As far back as 1966 the President of the Carnegie 'Corporation asked:
Is the non-governmenta organization t-.)f ;the future to be simply an auxiliary
to the state, a kind of 4iiling but not very resourceful handmaiden? Or is it
to be a strong, independ-nt adjunct that provides government with a type-of
capability it cannot providp for itself?03
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This question also relates to the larger t sue of quasi-public agencies
ftinctioning between the public and private sectors. We have no doubt
that the US. government must make a greater contribution than at
present to the private NGO sector, t we also must admit candidly that
this desirable trend will depend for success on

(a) the reassessment of substantive needs, and the matching, strengthen-
ing, and, winnowing-out process suggested herein, and
(b) the existence of suitable intermediaries between government agencies
and the vast numbers of NGOs curfently operating-
In addition, private corporal Support should be increased, and this

calls for mutual understanding between the business community and the
N.G0 sector concerned with education. With the ever increasing U.S.
business expansion throughout -he world, it should be possible to make
a stronger case for support by :he U.S. business community on behalf
of individual organizations or; a pool of the most meritorious. Finally,
international support has been very rare in the funding of the U.S.-NG°
educational sector. Must this remain so, especially as some of the private
agencies miltilateralize their services?

Irrespective of the financial formula or level of Support eventually
reached, the first task is to create a climate of ..redibility and respect for
an essential set of services to be rendered globally in order to strengthen
international educational relations. We are confident that resources will
rally as 4propriate to the support and strengthening of a cluster of organ-
izations whose functions and programs are recognized as essential to the
vitality of international education in the 1970s.
THE OUTLOOK

To repeat the opening theme of this chapter, we are convinced that the
most significant challenge confronting the U.S. international studies com-
munity is that of internationalizing itselfa process which calls for a
systematic reorde:ing of priorities. In fact, this is the theme which has
run through our entire treatment of the issues dealt...with in this paper.

We are highly optimistic that we can achieve our objectives laecause -
-we have enormous resources and a record to build on. We are not per-
suaded that allowing programs to disappear through financial attrition
is the most wholesome way of reordering th field. There is no adequate
substitute for the academic community itsel4 at4empting to engineer
meaningful changes in content and structure, in consultatinn with non-
educators and appropriate individuals and institutions in the United
States and overseas. We stressed 'throughout the need for reviewing prior-
ities, and for better communication and more planning to-harmonize with
and even an,' .?ate the- changing world environment in the years ahead.
The process is painful, but yital. The crisis, in finance can be solved if
we deal wi'h the crisis in content We muit.tackle latter/with the
confidence that we can find appropriate solutions terifferent- elFments of
a coMplex and multifaceted puzzle. The need i? for systematic analysis,
communication, and curricular -experimentation. The task is substantial,
but feasible and exciting it calls not only for organization and hard work
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but also for the unselfish participation of those seemingly vested inter-
ests which may appear to be most in jeopardy through the modification or
disappearance of existing programs. It is gratifying to note, however, that
there is hardly a leader in the field of international studiesvested inter-
ests r notwho does not accept the notion that major changes are due
and are essential to the long-term viability of international programs. The
purposes of this writer will have been more than fulfilled if the views
expressed here contribute to the informational base on current trends
and desirable directions, as well as to the agenda for discussion and action
essential to the reform and long-term planning of education.
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